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Commonality and 
Diversity
The 13 English colonies were founded in 
different regions of North America and 
for different reasons. 

What to Know
 Why did different people come to 
the English colonies and where did 
they settle?

 How did new colonies impact 
Native American groups?

 What kinds of governments, 
economies, and new ideas 
developed in the colonies?
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At the
Same Time

The Thirteen
Colonies

1600 1650

1630  The Massachusetts
Bay Colony is founded,
p. 199

1632  Lord Baltimore founds
the Maryland Colony, p. 253

1636  The Dutch 
set up trading posts
on the coast of Taiwan
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1700 1750

1681  William Penn founds 
the Pennsylvania Colony, p. 229

1733  James Oglethorpe
founds the Georgia Colony,
p. 256

1707  The Act of 
Union unites England and 
Scotland as Great Britain

1742  Native 
Americans fight against 
Spanish rule in Peru

Unit 3 ■ 185

The Thirteen 
Colonies

The Thirteen 
Colonies
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1591 • Anne Hutchinson 1643

1638? • Metacomet

1644 • William Penn

1588 • John Winthrop 1649

165016001550
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Anne Hutchinson

1591–1643
• Puritan settler 

who began 
preaching in 
her home

• Forced to leave 
Massachusetts 
because of her 
beliefs

John Winthrop

1588–1649
• English Puritan 

leader 
• Served as 

governor of the 
Massachusetts 
Bay Colony

George Whitefield

1714–1770
• English minister 

who helped lead the 
Great Awakening

• Popular throughout 
England and the 
 13 colonies

Benjamin Franklin

1706–1790
• Pennsylvania 

leader and famous 
inventor

• Published 
Poor Richard’s 
Almanack
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1706 • Benjamin Franklin 1790

1676

1718

1714 • George Whitefield 1770

1722 • Eliza Lucas Pinckney 1793

1745? • Olaudah Equiano 1797

1750 18001700
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Metacomet

1638?–1676
• Known to the English 

as King Philip
• Led the Wampanoag 

in King Philip’s War

William Penn

1644–1718
• English Quaker 

who founded the 
Pennsylvania 
Colony

• Encouraged fair 
and peaceful 
relations with 
Native Americans

Eliza Lucas Pinckney

1722–1793
• Daughter of a South 

Carolina plantation 
owner

• Experimented with 
crops such as 
indigo

Olaudah Equiano

1745?–1797
• Enslaved African 

who later 
purchased his 
freedom

• Spoke out against 
slavery in his 
writings and 
speeches
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Palace of the Governors, 
in New Mexico
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Mystic Seaport, 
in Connecticut

New York Harbor, 
in New York City

Westover Plantation, 
in Virginia
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Why It Matters Summarizing can help you understand and remember 
the most important information in a paragraph or passage.

When you summarize, you state in your own words a shortened 
version of what you read.

■ A summary includes only the most important ideas from what you have read.
■ Always use your own words when you summarize.

Read the paragraphs. Then write a summary for the second paragraph.

Settlers came to North America from different European countries, but Spain set 
up the first permanent settlement to be started by Europeans in what is now the 
United States. Spanish colonists founded this settlement in 1565 in St. Augustine, 
Florida. (In 1565, Spain founded St. Augustine, the first permanent European settle-
ment in what is now the United States.)

Most settlers who came to North America in the 1600s were English. One 
reason for this was that England had more people than it could feed. Poor people 
and orphans were sometimes sent to America—sometimes against their will.

Focus
Skill Summarize

Facts

Summary

Important idea from the 
reading

Important idea from the 
reading

A shortened version of 
what you read
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1.  Why did many orphans and poor children become 
indentured servants?

2.  Why did the Virginia Company want to take 
children to the Virginia Colony?

3.  How would you describe life for young indentured 
servants in North America?

Read the paragraphs, and answer the questions.

Summarize

Young Colonists
Many children came to North 

America from England without their 
families. Some of them were orphans. 
Others came from poor families. In 
England, many parents did not earn 
enough money to feed their children. 

In the Virginia Colony, tobacco 
plantations needed lots of workers. 
The owners of the Virginia Company 
wanted to put English children to work. 
They asked English leaders to allow 
the company to take children to the 
Virginia Colony as indentured servants. 
The children would work for a period 
of time, usually about seven years. 

After they completed their service, they 
would receive some basic supplies, 
some food, and their freedom.

Many children, however, did not 
survive long enough to be granted 
their freedom. The climate and living 
conditions in North America were 
very different from those in England. 
Many indentured servants died from 
illness within two years.

Indentured service, though, was 
often the only choice for many poor 
children and adults. If they could sur-
vive their period of service, they would 
have a fresh start in a new land.

191

A reenactor portrays a colonial boy.
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written by Alice Dalgliesh
illustrated by Greg Newbold
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In 1707, eight-year-old Sarah Noble lived 
in Westfield, Massachusetts, with her 
mother, father, and seven brothers and 
sisters. When her father, John, decided to 
move the family to Connecticut, Sarah 
went with him. She cooked while he 
built their family a new home.

At her new home, Sarah became friends 
with Tall John and his family. They were 
Native Americans who lived nearby. When 
Sarah’s father traveled back to Massachusetts, 
Tall John’s family cared for Sarah.

October days were warm and sunny. 
The Indian women spread the corn out  
to dry. At night Sarah helped them to 
cover it carefully, so the heavy dew 
would not wet it.

There were many things to do. Tall 
John’s wife taught Sarah how to weave 
a basket. And because Sarah’s clothes 
were stiff and heavy, the Indian woman 
made her clothes of deerskin, such as 
the Indians wore when the days grew 
colder. She also made a pair of deerskin 
moccasins. Sarah’s feet felt light and 

free; she walked softly as the Indian 
children did.

Often she thought of her family. Were 
they on the way? Would Hannah and 
Margaret be afraid of wolves? Stephen 
would not be. And the baby was too 
young to know about the danger . . . 

There was nothing, she thought, to 
be afraid of here with Tall John and his 
family. But there was.

The pleasant, quiet days came to an 
end, and all at once Sarah felt that there 
was fear and disturbance in the air. 

disturbance disorder, trouble
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More Indians kept watch on 
Guarding Hill. The Indians from the 
North must be coming.

So Sarah scarcely knew whether 
to sleep at night. Suppose . . . 
Suppose . . . But tired from long 
days in the sun she slept at last, 

always with a fold of her cloak 
caught in her hand. And before 

she slept she said to herself:
Keep up your courage, 

Sarah Noble. Keep up your 
courage.

Once in the night she wakened and 
listened. Tall John had told her, partly in 
words and partly by signs, that all along 
the Great River there were hills like 
Guarding Hill, where men kept watch. 
If the Indians from the North were 
coming, the word would be passed 
from hill to hill by calling—and the 
villages would be ready.

Sarah listened and listened. Once she 
seemed to hear a long, low wailing.

Was this the signal? Were the 
Indians coming down from the North? 

wailing a sad cry
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She waited for the village to waken, but 
everything was still. In the darkness she 
could hear the even sleep-breathing of Tall 
John and his wife, of Small John and Mary.

“Why, it’s nothing but a wolf!” said 
Sarah. Soon her heart beat quietly and 
she, too, was breathing evenly in sleep.

In the morning Tall John told her that 
there had been fear—but the danger had 
passed. The river villages would not be 
raided.

So forgetting all her fears of the night 
before, Sarah played with the other chil-
dren. It was such a charming game they 
played in the warm sunshine. Taking off 

all their moccasins they placed them in a 
row, then hid a pebble in one. Sarah was 
pleased when it came her turn to guess—
and she guessed right. The pebble was in 
her own shoe! In the middle of the game 
she turned suddenly, feeling that someone 
was watching her. 

And it was her father! John Noble stood 
there, saying not a word. His eyes crinkled 
up at the corners the way they did when 
he was amused, and he said, “Sarah! I 
had thought you were one of the Indian 
children!”

“Father!” said Sarah, and ran to him. 
“Has my mother come?”
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“We are all here, now,” said her father. 
“I have come to take you home. But, 
daughter, I think it would be well to put 
on your own clothes, or your mother will 
surely not know you!”

So Sarah put on her clothes, piece by 
stiff piece. She now thought of buttons 
as tiresome, and as for petticoats . . .  
The moccasins she kept on, for her feet 
refused to go into those heavy leather 
shoes. When she was ready to leave, she 
saw Tall John looking sadly at her.

“You go . . . Sarah . . . ” he said.
“I must,” said Sarah.  “My mother is 

here.”

Tall John said nothing, but swung Sarah 
up on his shoulder, as he had done many 
times before.

  
Focus
Skill Summarize Why did Sarah 

feel she had to be brave?

  Do you think Sarah liked living in her 
new environment? Why or why not?

  Make It Relevant What are some of 
the things you might do to adjust to 
life in a new place?

petticoat a skirt usually worn under other clothing
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POSE QUESTIONS
Learning to pose, or ask, questions as you read can 
help improve your understanding.

■  Think of questions that might be answered by reading. For 
example, you might ask how events are related.

■  Use the questions to guide your reading. Look for answers as 
you read.

PREVIEW VOCABULARY 

frontier p. 204 naval stores p. 216common p. 210

Questions Answers

How were the settlers at 
Massachusetts Bay like those 
at Plymouth?

Both groups wanted to live by 
their religious beliefs.

Why did people settle in 
Massachusetts?

196 ■ Unit 3
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CHAPTER

The New England 
Colonies

THE TOWN OF WAITS RIVER, IN VERMONT

Chapter 5 ■ 197
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ARE
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HERE

Y
A
O

TTTH

1750

1675
King Philip’s War
begins

1630
The Massachusetts
Bay Colony is founded

1636
Roger Williams 
founds Providence 

1600Lesson

WHAT TO KNOW
Why did people start 

colonies in New England?

VOCABULARY
charter p. 199

dissent p. 200

expel p. 200

consent p. 201

sedition p. 201

frontier p. 204

PEOPLE
John Winthrop
Roger Williams
Anne Hutchinson

PLACES
Massachusetts Bay
Rhode Island
Connecticut
New Hampshire

Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE 

Settling 
New England

You walk past your small village and look 

out at the sea. Ten years ago, you and your 

family traveled here from England. At first, you were 

sad to leave England, but you have learned to adapt 

to your new life.

You know that life in this colony requires hard work 

and a strong spirit. Yesterday, you heard that new 

settlers from England will soon arrive. You hope that 

they are ready for all the challenges they will face.

PLYMOUTH COLONY Founded in 1620, 
it was the first colony in New England.

198 ■ Unit 3
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The Puritans Arrive
In 1628, a small group of settlers 

arrived in North America. They had a 
charter, or official paper, from the king 
of England. It gave the settlers permission 
to start a colony in New England. There, 
they built a village called Salem.

A New Start
Like the Pilgrims, these set-

tlers came to New England 
to practice their religious 
beliefs. They also came to 
start farms and businesses. 
Unlike the Pilgrims, the 
new settlers did not want 
to break away from the 
Church of England. They 
wanted to change some 
religious practices to make 
the church more “pure.” For 
this reason, they were called 
Puritans.

In 1630, John Winthrop led a 
second group of Puritans to settle the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony. Winthrop 
hoped their settlement would be an 
example of Christian living. In a sermon, 
he said, “. . . We shall be as a city upon a 
hill. The eyes of all people are upon 
us. . . .”

Winthrop’s group chose to build their 
“city upon a hill” south of Salem, 

near the mouth of the Charles 
River. They named their 

settlement Boston, after a 
town in England. Most 
early settlements in New 
England were built along 
the Atlantic coast to make 
it easier for colonists to get 
supplies from English trad-

ing ships.

 SUMMARIZE
Why did the Puritans found the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony?

THE GREAT PURITAN MIGRATION From 1630 to 1643, more than 20,000 Puritans 
left Europe to settle in New England.

JOHN WINTHROP

Chapter 5 ■ 199

They wanted a place where they could live by their 
religious beliefs and start farms and businesses.
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New Ideas, New 
Settlements

In 1630, John Winthrop was elected 
governor of the Massachusetts Bay 
Colony. He and the other Puritan leaders 
kept strict control over life in the colony. 
They did not welcome people whose 
beliefs were different from their own. 
They thought that dissent, or disagree-
ment, might hurt their society.

Roger Williams
Some colonists disagreed with the 

Puritan leaders. One of those colonists 
was a minister in Salem named Roger 
Williams. Williams often stated his 

beliefs in his sermons. He and his follow-
ers believed that their church should be 
separate from the colonial government. 
They also believed that Puritan leaders 
should not punish people for having dif-
ferent beliefs.

Williams also disagreed with Puritan 
leaders over their treatment of Native 
Americans. He said that the settlers ought 
to live in peace with Native Americans.

Winthrop and the other Puritan lead-
ers decided to punish Williams for his 
dissent. They held a trial and found him 
guilty of spreading “new and dangerous 
opinions.” In 1635, the leaders voted to 
expel Williams from Massachusetts, or 
force him to leave.

ROGER WILLIAMS was expelled from Massachusetts, but the Narragansett tribe 
gave him shelter.

200 ■ Unit 3
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Williams and his family moved 
southwest of Boston to what is now 
Narragansett (nar•uh•GAN•suht) Bay. 
For a short time, they lived near the coast 
with the Narragansett tribe. Many of 
Williams’s followers joined him there. 
In 1636, Williams bought land from the 
Narragansett and founded a settlement 
that he called Providence.

Williams organized the settlement 
based on the consent, or agreement, 
of the people and cooperation with the 
Native Americans. The settlers could 
follow almost any religion they chose.

Anne Hutchinson
The leaders of the Massachusetts Bay 

Colony faced another challenge to their 
authority, or power, from a colonist 
named Anne Hutchinson. Hutchinson 

questioned the teachings of the Puritan 
ministers. At this time in history, women 
rarely spoke out against men.

Hutchinson’s actions angered many 
Puritan leaders. In 1637, they tried her 
on charges of sedition (sih•DIH•shuhn), 
or speaking in ways that caused oth-
ers to work against the government. 
Hutchinson was found guilty and 
expelled from the colony.

With her family and several followers, 
Hutchinson left to start a settlement on 
an island near Providence. That settle-
ment later joined Williams’s settlement 
under the charter that formed the colony of 
Rhode Island in 1647.

 SUMMARIZE
Why did Roger Williams wish to start a new 
settlement?

ANNE HUTCHINSON held weekly meetings at her home. They were seen as a 
challenge to the authority of the men who led the Puritan church.

Chapter 5 ■ 201

 He wanted to start a colony with 
greater religious freedom.
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New England Grows
Other settlers moved south from 

Massachusetts to find better farmland. 
Some left the poor, rocky soil of coastal 
New England for the fertile Connecticut 
(kuh•NEH•tih•kuht) River Valley.

Other Colonies
Most early Connecticut settlers came 

to find good farmland, but many also 
came because of their religious beliefs. 
One of these settlers was a Puritan min-
ister named Thomas Hooker. He left 
Massachusetts because he disagreed 
with the way its leaders ruled. Hooker 
and his followers founded Hartford. 
In 1636, Hartford and other nearby 
settlements joined to form the colony 
of Connecticut.

In 1639, the leaders of the Connecticut 
Colony wrote the Fundamental Orders, a 
plan of government. These orders let vot-
ers elect their own leaders. However, the 
only people who could vote were white 
men who owned land.

Other colonists looking for eco-
nomic opportunities moved north of 
Massachusetts. In 1623, a Scottish settler 
named David Thomson set out to start 
a fishing settlement. In 1679, this settle-
ment, later known as Portsmouth, 
joined with others to form the colony 
of New Hampshire.

 SUMMARIZE
Why did farmers settle in the Connecticut River 
Valley?

REGIONS Which of the New England Colonies 
had the smallest amount of land?

202 ■ Unit 3

  They left the poor soil of the New 
England coast in search of better farmland.
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One Line Short

Growth Brings Conflict
As the colonists spread across New 

England, they settled where Native 
Americans already lived and hunted. In 
the Connecticut River Valley, fighting 
broke out between the colonists and the 
Pequot (PEE•kwaht) tribe. The Pequot 
wanted to stop the colonists from taking 
over their lands.

In 1637, the colonists and the Pequot 
began attacking each other’s settlements. 
The conflict became known as the Pequot 
War. The colonists defeated the Pequot 
and the tribe was forced to split up.

Arguments Over Land
The settlers and the Native Americans 

had different ideas about land owner-
ship. The Mohegan (moh•HEE•guhn), 
Wampanoag (wahm•puh•NOH•ag), 
Narragansett, and other tribes believed 
that no one person could own land. The 
English, however, believed that if they 
claimed an area, the land was theirs. The 
settlers expected Native American tribes 
to leave the land.

Metacomet, known to the English 
as King Philip, was the leader of the 

Wampanoag. When more English 
settlers moved onto their tribal lands, 
Metacomet decided that the Native 
Americans had to unite against the 
colonists. He said,

“I am resolved not to see the day 
when I have no country.”

King Philip’s War
In 1675, arguments over land again 

led to war between the colonists and the 
Native Americans. The colonists named 
the war King Philip’s War. It began when 
Native Americans attacked the town 
of Swansea in Rhode Island. In return, 
the settlers destroyed a nearby Native 
American village.

Over the next year, King Philip’s War 
spread as far north as present-day Maine 
and as far west as Connecticut. In the 
end, both sides suffered terrible losses. 
Among the colonists, 1 of every 16 men 
died in battle. At least 3,000 Native 
Americans, including Metacomet, were 
killed. Some tribes were nearly wiped 
out, and most were forced to give up 
their lands.

THE CONNECTICUT RIVER flows through present-day New Hampshire, 
Vermont, Massachusetts, and Connecticut.

Chapter 5 ■ 203
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Summary

Colonists soon moved onto those lands. 
Some settled in western Connecticut, 
while others moved to present-day 
Vermont, northern New Hampshire, 
and Maine. The frontier, or the lands 
beyond the areas already settled by 
colonists, was being pushed west, too. 
By 1700, more than 90,000 colonists lived 
in New England.

 SUMMARIZE
What were the two major effects of King 
Philip’s War?

English settlers came to New England 
and built colonies along the Atlantic coast. 
Many lived by their religious beliefs and 
some founded new colonies. Over time, 
more settlers arrived, forcing Native 
Americans to leave their lands.

1. WHAT TO KNOW Why did people start 
colonies in New England?

2. VOCABULARY Use the term dissent in a 
sentence about Roger Williams. 

3. GEOGRAPHY How did the physical 
features of New England affect colonists’ 
decisions about where to settle?

4. CRITICAL THINKING In what ways did 
the actions of John Winthrop, Roger 
Williams, Anne Hutchinson, and 
Thomas Hooker show the importance of 
religious beliefs in early New England 
government?

5. DRAW A MAP Make a map that 
 shows the locations of the New 
England Colonies. Your map should also 
list the date each colony was founded 
and who founded it.

6. 
Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE
On a separate sheet of paper, copy 

and complete this graphic organizer.

A NIANTIC WARRIOR The Niantic and several other 
tribes did not take part in King Philip’s War.

Metacomet asks Native 
Americans to unite.

Native Americans and 
settlers argue over who 
owns land.
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 Most tribes were forced to give 
up their lands, and some were nearly wiped 
 out; the English settlers
 now controlled the region.
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1591 1643

Born

1634  Hutchinson 
moves to Boston 
and starts holding 
religious meetings

1637  Hutchinson is put 
on trial and expelled
from Massachusetts 

Died

Anne 
Hutchinson

“You condemn me for speaking what 
in my conscience I know to be truth.”

Anne Hutchinson spoke those words at her trial in 1637. 
She stated her right to have her own religious beliefs and chal-
lenged the power of the Massachusetts Bay Colony’s leaders.

Hutchinson was born in England in 1591. Her father often 
spoke out against the Church of England. At the age of 21, 
she married William Hutchinson. Together, they would raise 
15 children. In 1634, the Hutchinson family moved to Boston.

In Boston, Hutchinson shared her beliefs at prayer meet-
ings. She said that people did not need to follow church laws 
to please God. The colony’s leaders put her on trial for break-
ing the law and expelled her from Massachusetts.

In 1638, Hutchinson and her family and followers settled 
in what became the Rhode Island Colony. She later moved 
to what is now New York, where she was killed in a Native 
American raid in 1643. Hutchinson’s struggle for religious 
freedom set an example for others in her time.

Why 
Character 

Counts
In what 

ways did Anne 
Hutchinson strug-
gle to be treated 
fairly?

For more resources, go to
www.harcourtschool.com/ss1

205
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Why It Matters Recognizing fact and opinion helps you better 
understand what you read.

A fact is a statement that can be proved or supported by 
evidence. A fact is true for everyone. An opinion is a statement 
that tells what a person feels or believes. An opinion is held by 
one person or group.

Writers often combine facts and opinions. Readers must pay 
attention to notice the difference. Here are some ways in which 
you can check to see whether a statement is a fact or an opinion.
Fact:

• See whether the statement is true in your own 
experience or in other people’s experiences.

• Check trusted sources of information such as 
an encyclopedia or an atlas.

Opinion:
• Opinions cannot be proved or 

supported by evidence.
• Some statements contain clues that 

they are opinions. Words such as 
best, worst, excellent, and terrible are 
often clues to opinion statements.

Read the passages on the 
next page. They are from the 
diary of Samuel Sewall, an early 
Massachusetts colonist. Decide 
whether each passage states a fact, an 
opinion, or both. If a sentence contains 
both a fact and an opinion, tell which part 
is which.

Tell Fact from Opinion

Critical Thinking Skills

SAMUEL SEWALL
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1 April 14, 1685 A ship arrives from New Castle and brings 
news of the death of Charles the 2nd, and proclamation of 
James the 2nd, King.

2 May 13, 1685 Mr. Cotton Mather is ordained pastor [of the 
Second Church] by his father.

3 January 7, 1686 Mr. Moodey [the minister] preached excel-
lently. A very . . . snowy day [kept] many from going to 
[church].

4 July 27, 1686 Mr. Stoughton prays excellently and makes a 
notable speech at the opening of the Court.

Write three facts that you have learned so far in this chapter. 
Then write three opinions about what you have learned.

FARMING FAMILIES were the best workers. Is this a fact or an opinion?
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1647
Massachusetts passes
the first public school law

1636
Harvard College
is founded

Lesson

WHAT TO KNOW
How did the Puritans’ 

religious beliefs affect life 
and government in the New 
England Colonies?

VOCABULARY
common p. 210

town meeting p. 210

PLACES
Harvard College

Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE 

Life in New 
England

You sit beside your mother on a hard 

wooden bench in church. Across the aisle, 

your father and the other Puritan men and boys 

listen to the minister’s sermon. It has already 

lasted three hours!

You try hard to stay awake. If someone catches 

you napping, you know that you will be punished. 

You wish the leaders of your town were not so strict 

about how people must act in church.

PURITAN MINISTERS wrote Sunday 
sermons that were given at churches 
like this one in Hingham, Massachusetts.
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A Religious Life
The Puritans lived their lives based on 

their religious beliefs. Before making any 
decision, they thought about the Bible’s 
laws. They also thought about how God 
and their community might judge them. 
Their religious beliefs told them how to 
live, work, and spend their free time.

Church Services
On Sundays, everyone in town had to 

attend church. Puritan churches had no 
paintings, statues, or bells. The Puritans 
believed in simple religious practice. 
They thought that reading the Bible and 
praying were the best ways to worship.

A Puritan church service lasted most of 
the day, with a break for a meal at noon. 

People sat on hard wooden benches and 
could not nap. A person who fell asleep 
or did not behave was punished harshly.

The Puritans also punished people who 
missed church or spoke out in dissent. 
A common punishment was several 
hours in the town stocks. In the stocks, 
a person’s head, hands, and feet were 
locked into a wooden frame.

The Puritans lived by strict rules. They 
did not like stage plays or card games. 
They believed such activities wasted time. 
Instead, the Puritans found ways to com-
bine their free time and their work in 
activities such as fishing and quilt-making.

 SUMMARIZE
How did the religious beliefs of the Puritans 
affect their daily lives?

NEW ENGLAND COLONISTS Colonists in New England often carried their 
weapons with them wherever they went, including church.

Chapter 5 ■ 209

Religion affected how 
the Puritans lived, worked, and spent their time.
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School

Fields

Meeting House
Mill

Everyday Life
Most people in colonial New England 

lived in small towns. They lived, worked, 
and worshipped close together.

At the center of each town was the 
common. This grassy area was shared by 
the town’s people. It was used for graz-
ing sheep, cattle, and other livestock.

 The colonists built their homes and 
other buildings around the common. 
Nearly all towns also had a school. Most 
had a general store, a sawmill, and a 
blacksmith’s shop.

To meet their economic needs, people 
used a barter system. Instead of using 
money, people traded with each other. 

A blacksmith might make iron tools for 
the cooper. In turn, the cooper might 
make barrels for the blacksmith.

The Town Meeting
The meetinghouse, or town church, 

was a town’s most important building. 
At least once a year, the townspeople 
gathered there for a town meeting. At 
town meetings, people voted on laws and 
elected leaders. Anyone could attend, but 
only free white men who owned property 
could vote.

Each year, colonists in Massachusetts 
voted for who would represent them at 
the General Court, the colony’s legisla-
ture. The General Court made laws for 
the whole colony. In 1641, the General 
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Cooper
Fields

Stocks

Well

Blacksmith

Common

Court passed the Massachusetts Body of 
Liberties. This set of laws listed the rights 
of all free colonists.

A Puritan Home
The main room of a Puritan home had 

a large fireplace, where a fire was always 
burning. All cooking was done there. 
Most food was roasted over the fire or 
warmed in large iron kettles. Baking was 
done in a small oven inside the fireplace.

Women and girls spent hours prepar-
ing food. They churned cream to turn it 
into butter. They dried fruits and veg-
etables and stored them in jars. This extra 
food helped feed families during winter. 

Women also made other things for their 
families. They spun thread and made the 
colonists’ clothing. They used animal fat 

to make soap and candles. They used pig 
hair to make brushes.

Men and boys spent their days work-
ing in the fields and hunting. They cut 
firewood and made their own tools. They 
raised cattle for food and leather and 
sheep for wool. The men also guarded 
the town.

Every fall, all the colonists helped 
harvest the crops. They kept part of the 
crops for themselves and sent some to 
England to trade for goods such as paper, 
lead, and paint. They also sent some of 
the crops to the English colonies in the 
Caribbean islands to trade for sugar.

 SUMMARIZE
How did New England colonists participate in 
their government? 

A New England Town

ILLUSTRATION In New England 
townspeople grew or made most 
of what they needed. How did 
townspeople use the common?
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meetings and elected leaders.
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Childhood 
in New England

Life was hard for the early Puritans, 
but children still found time to relax. 
They had few toys, but they liked play-
ing games and sports. Most families had 
more than five children, so brothers and 
sisters always had others to play with 
when they finished their chores.

Early Schools
Schools were important to the Puritans 

because they believed everyone should 
be able to read the Bible. At first, parents 
taught their children at home.

In 1647, Massachusetts passed a law 
saying that towns with at least 50 families 

must have a school. All the other New 
England Colonies except Rhode Island 
passed similar laws. As a result, the New 
England Colonies had more schools than 
any of the other English colonies.

A typical New England school had one 
room and one teacher. Most teachers were 
men, and many were very strict. Some 
often whipped students for bad behavior 
or even for a wrong answer!

Learning to Read
The main subject taught in New 

England schools was reading. In colonial 
times, paper and ink were very costly, 
so most students learned to read from a 
hornbook. This was a piece of paper that 
was attached to a paddle-shaped frame 
and that showed the alphabet.

A HornbookA Hornbook

The next section has 
vowels and consonants.

The alphabet is shown in 
lowercase and capital letters.

Background Many hornbooks had a hole in 
the handle. Students would put a piece of 
string through the hole and wear their 
hornbooks around their necks.

Document-Based Question What does 
this hornbook tell you about schools in colonial 
New England?

A prayer completes 
the page.
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SummaryChildren did not go to school for long. 
They were needed to work at home. 
However, some boys continued their edu-
cation and attended college. In 1636, the 
Puritans founded Harvard College, now 
Harvard University, to train ministers.

 SUMMARIZE
Why was education important to the Puritans?

1. WHAT TO KNOW How did the Puritans’ 
religious beliefs affect life and 
government in the New England 
Colonies?

2. VOCABULARY Write a sentence telling 
what a town meeting might have been 
like.

3. HISTORY In what ways did New England 
colonists practice self-government?

4. CRITICAL THINKING Make It Relevant How 
was an early New England town like your 
own? How was it different?

5. WRITE A NARRATIVE Write a story 
about school in the New England 

Colonies. Your story should tell what 
school was like, the materials students 
used, and how teachers taught.

6. 
Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE
On a separate sheet of paper, copy 

and complete this graphic organizer.

The Puritan way of life was based on 
religion. Religious beliefs influenced life 
and government in the New England 
Colonies. New England colonists believed 
everyone should be able to read, so most 
towns had schools.

HARVARD COLLEGE 
This engraving shows 
Harvard as it would 
have looked in 1725, 
nearly 100 years after 
it was founded.

New England 
colonists believed 
education was 
important.
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1750
Boston’s population 
reaches more than 15,000 

1700s
Triangle trade routes
are established

Lesson

WHAT TO KNOW
How did New England’s 

economy depend on the 
region’s natural resources?

VOCABULARY
free-market p. 215

industry p. 216

naval stores p. 216

export p. 217

import p. 217

triangular trade route p. 218

Middle Passage p. 218

Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE 

New England’s 
Economy

You have been digging rows for planting 

all morning. Your back is aching, but there 

is still more work to be done. Your mother smiles 

and says, “In a few weeks, this garden will give us 

vegetables for you and your brothers and sisters.” 

Your stomach grumbles as you look down at the dirt 

and wonder why gardens can’t grow faster.

MEETING NEEDS Most New England families grew their own food.
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New England Farming
By 1750, many New England towns 

had become busy cities. Boston, one 
of the largest cities in the English colo-
nies, had more than 15,000 people. 
However, most people in New England 
still lived in small towns surrounded by 
farmland.

Building an Economy
New England farmers struggled to 

grow crops. Before they could plant any-
thing, they had to clear rocks and trees 
from the land. New England’s long win-
ters also made it hard to grow crops.

Over time, farmers found other ways 
to work with their environment. In addi-
tion to farming, many began raising dairy 
cows and sheep. In time, colonists pro-
duced surplus farm goods.

Farmers traded or sold their surpluses 
of livestock, grain, wool, fruit, and fire-
wood in port cities. At the docks, farmers 
bargained with merchants over prices 
or items to trade. The merchants then 
shipped the goods to England or to other 
colonies. There, the goods were sold for 
more than the merchants had paid. Many 
merchants became rich from trade.

This system of trade between farmers 
and merchants was the beginning of a 
free-market economic system in the colo-
nies. In a free-market economy, people 
are free to choose which goods to make 
or buy and which services to offer or use. 
They are free to compete in business and 
to set whatever prices they choose for 
goods and services.

 SUMMARIZE
What did farmers do with their surplus goods?

FARMS IN NEW ENGLAND Most New England farms had a variety of animals, 
such as cows, horses, chickens, hogs, sheep, and goats.
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Logging 
and Shipbuilding

The lumber industry made up a large 
part of the colonists’ free-market econ-
omy. An industry is all the businesses 
that make one kind of product or offer 
one kind of service.

New England Forests
In the forests of New England, espe-

cially in what are today New Hampshire 
and Maine, loggers cut down trees. They 
sent the trees to sawmills to be cut into 
lumber. Other colonists used their skills 
and knowledge to build houses, barns, 
and churches out of the lumber. Much 
of the lumber was sent to markets in 
England, which had fewer trees.

New England forests also supplied 
the natural resources needed to make 
naval stores, the products used to build 
ships. Two naval stores, turpentine and 

tar, were used to make a coating that pre-
vented leaks. Logs cut in the forests were 
floated down rivers to coastal towns. 
There, workers used naval stores to build 
and repair ships. Shipbuilders formed the 
ships’ hulls with oak. To make the masts, 
they used tall pines.

Europeans valued the strong ships 
built in New England. By the late 1700s, 
nearly one-third of all English ships 
had been built in the region. One reason 
was the low cost of building ships there. 
Because wood was not as plentiful in 
Europe, it cost more to build ships there 
than it did in New England.

The shipbuilding industry contributed 
to the growth of coastal towns and cities. 
Several New England cities —including 
Boston and Portsmouth—became major 
shipbuilding centers.

 SUMMARIZE
In what ways did the colonists use the forests in 
New England?

CARPENTERS 
made many things out 
of wood. This reenactor 
is shaving a wooden 
board using the same 
kinds of tools colonists 
used. 
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Colonial Trade
As a result of the many ships built in 

New England, trading became the center 
of the region’s economy. The English gov-
ernment set up strict rules for trade. The 
government said that the colonists could 
only send their exports, or goods leaving 
a country, to England or to other English 
colonies. The government also said that 
colonists could only buy English-made 
imports, or goods brought into a country.

Fishing and Whaling
Many coastal towns did well because of 

good fishing in the ocean waters. Fishers 
made a living by catching fish such as 
cod, herring, and mackerel.

There were so many fish that New 
Englanders could catch more than they 

needed. Their surplus fish were dried, 
packed in barrels, and sent to markets in 
other English colonies or in Europe.

Thousands of whales swam in the cold 
Atlantic waters, too. New England whal-
ers hunted for whales along the coast. 
The whalers then cut up and boiled the 
whale’s blubber, or fat, to get oil, which 
was used in lamps.

So many whalers hunted close to shore 
that the number of whales declined. As a 
result, the whalers began sailing farther 
out into the ocean. As the years passed, 
whaling trips became longer and longer. 
Some whaling ships did not return for 
months or even years.

 SUMMARIZE
Why did fishing and whaling become important 
industries in colonial New England?

WHALERS often had to go on long journeys in dangerous seas to find whales.
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most of New England is near the ocean, 
which had large numbers of fish and whales
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Triangular Trade Routes
Trading ships leaving New England 

carried furs, lumber, grain, whale oil, 
and dried fish to England. The ships 
then returned to New England with tea, 
spices, wine, and English-made goods, 
such as cloth, shoes, and paper.

Some colonial trading ships made 
longer ocean voyages. They followed 
what became known as the triangular 
trade routes. These routes connected 
England, the English colonies, and Africa. 
On a map, the routes formed large tri-
angles across the Atlantic Ocean.

The Middle Passage
Trading ships carrying goods and raw 

materials also carried enslaved people 
from central and western Africa. These 
people were kidnapped in Africa and 
later sold as workers in the English colo-
nies. Millions of enslaved Africans were 
placed on ships and forced to travel 
across the Atlantic Ocean from Africa to 
the West Indies. This journey was called 
the Middle Passage.

The Africans suffered terribly on 
the ships. Many of them died during 
the Middle Passage. Their long trip in 
overcrowded ships was part of a large 

MOVEMENT England, Africa, and the English colonies were connected by 
trade routes. What goods did the colonies get from England?.
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Summaryand cruel slave-trade business. During 
the 1700s, some people in the colonies 
grew angry about the cruelty of the slave-
trade. Over time, some New England 
colonists formed groups that tried to 
end slavery.

 SUMMARIZE
What were the triangular trade routes?

THE MIDDLE 
PASSAGE 
Africans held in 
ships had almost 
no room to move.

1. WHAT TO KNOW How did New England’s 
economy depend on the region’s natural 
resources?

2. VOCABULARY Use the terms import and 
export in a sentence about trade.

3. GEOGRAPHY What was the Middle 
Passage?

4. CRITICAL THINKING How did the free-
market economic system affect life in 
New England?

5. WRITE A LIST OF QUESTIONS Imagine 
that you are a colonist deciding 

what type of work to do. Write a list 
of questions you might ask a farmer, 
merchant, shipbuilder, and whaler.

6. 
Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE
Copy and complete this graphic 

organizer on a separate sheet of paper.

By the 1700s, many industries made 
up New England’s free-market economy. 
Some colonists grew crops, cut lumber, 
or caught fish. Merchants made their liv-
ing by trading. Trade routes connected the 
English colonies, England, and Africa.

Different industries 
made up New England’s 
economy.
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1600 1650

Visual Summary

Chapter Review

Focus
Skill Summarize Complete this graphic organizer to show that 

you can summarize how the New England Colonies grew.

Vocabulary

Identify the term from the word bank that 
correctly matches each definition.

 1. agreement

 2. goods brought into a country

3. all the businesses that make one kind 
of product or offer one kind of service

 4. a grassy area shared by the town’s 
people

 5. products used to build ships

 6. an economic system where people are free 
to choose which goods to make or buy and 
which services to offer or use 

1628
English 
Puritans sail to 
Massachusetts

1635
Roger Williams 
is expelled from 
Massachusetts

The New England 
Colonies grew during 
the 1600s.

Word Bank 
consent p. 201

common p. 210

free-market p. 215

industry p. 216

naval stores p. 216

imports p. 217

 Summarize the Chapter
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1700 1750

Time Line

Use the chapter summary time line above to 
answer these questions.

 7. When did King Philip’s War begin?

 8. How many years after Puritans sailed 
to Massachusetts was Roger Williams 
expelled?

Facts and Main Ideas

Answer these questions.

 9. What early colonists came to New England 
to practice their religious beliefs?

 10. What were four important industries in the 
New England Colonies?

Write the letter of the best choice.

 11. How did New England colonists practice 
self-government?

 A They attended town meetings and 
elected their own leaders.

 B They let the English government rule.
 C They allowed Spain to rule them.
 D They banned slavery.

 12. Who founded Hartford, which became part 
of the Connecticut Colony?

 A Anne Hutchinson
 B Roger Williams
 C Thomas Hooker
 D David Thomson

Critical Thinking

 13. Why did some settlers leave the 
Massachusetts Bay Colony to found their 
own settlements, and how did they affect the 
areas they settled?

 14. What were the triangular trade routes? What 
effect did they have on the people of Africa? 
On the English colonies?

Skills

Tell Fact from Opinion

 15. Choose an early leader of New England that 
you read about in this chapter. Write two 
statements to express your opinions about 
this leader. Then write two facts to support 
each opinion.

1675
King Philip’s 
War begins

1750
Boston’s 
population 
reaches 15,000.

Write a Narrative Imagine that 
 you have settled in New England with 
your parents. Write a story that tells how 
you feel about leaving your home. Describe 
your new life in New England as a child 
growing up.

Write a Persuasive Letter Imagine 
 that it is 1650 and you are part of a 
group that wants to start a colony in North 
America. Write a letter to a company, 
explaining why it should pay for ships and 
supplies to start the colony. 
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QUESTION-AND-ANSWER 
RELATIONSHIPS

Different questions need different kinds of answers. 
Knowing this can help you write better answers.

■  Questions with the words who, what, when, and where often 
ask you to give details.

■  Questions with the words how and why often ask you to 
compare topics or give causes and effects. They require you to 
make connections.

PREVIEW VOCABULARY 

trial by jury p. 229 artisan p. 244immigrant p. 235

Questions About Details Questions About Connections
Question:
Who was William Penn?

Question:
How was William Penn’s colony 
different from Massachusetts?

Answer:
William Penn was the founder 
of Pennsylvania.

Answer:
Pennsylvania had people of different 
religions. Most of the people in 
Massachusetts shared the same 
religion.
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CHAPTER

The Middle 
Colonies

PENNSBURY MANOR IN 
MORRISVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
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1664
England takes over
New Netherland and
renames it New York

1681
William Penn
founds the colony
of Pennsylvania

1647
Peter Stuyvesant
arrives in New 
Netherland

Lesson

WHAT TO KNOW
Why did people from 

different places and 
backgrounds settle in the 
Middle Colonies?

VOCABULARY
refuge p. 228

proprietor p. 229

trial by jury p. 229

justice p. 229

PEOPLE
King Charles II
Peter Stuyvesant
William Penn
Tamanend

PLACES
New York
New Jersey
New York City
Pennsylvania
Delaware

Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE 

Settling the 
Middle Colonies

The year is 1660. King Charles II is pleased 

with his American colonies. In the north, 

New England produces large amounts of lumber. In 

the south, Virginia’s tobacco plantations are bringing 

him great wealth.

The king points to a map. “The problem lies here, 

right in the middle,” he tells you. “That Dutch colony 

is in the way!”

KING CHARLES II
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The Breadbasket 
Colonies

While the Puritans were settling New 
England, other groups were setting up 
colonies directly to the south. This region 
included what are today the states of 
New York, New Jersey, Delaware, and 
Pennsylvania. These colonies became 
known as the Middle Colonies. The 
region got its name because of its location 
between the New England Colonies and 
the Southern Colonies.

Geography and Climate
When Europeans arrived in the Middle 

Colonies, they saw flat plains and roll-
ing hills. There were also grassy mead-
ows and thick forests. Settlers found that 
when this land was cleared, it was much 
better for farming than the land in New 

England. Settlers also learned that the 
climate was good for growing crops. The 
summers were long, and the amount of 
rain each year was good for crops such 
as wheat, corn, and rye. The Middle 
Colonies grew so many crops used in 
making bread that they came to be called 
the “breadbasket” colonies.

In addition to rich land, the region had 
several large harbors along the Atlantic 
Ocean. Settlers found that these harbors 
were connected to many of the region’s 
rivers, such as the Hudson and Delaware 
Rivers. These rivers stretched far inland. 
Settlers knew that these deep waterways 
would let large ships travel inland, mak-
ing trade with other colonists easier. All 
of these special features attracted many 
different settlers to the region.

 SUMMARIZE
What attracted settlers to the Middle Colonies?

FORT ORANGE Built near where Albany, New York, now stands, the fort was right 
beside the Hudson River.
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New Netherland 
Grows

The Dutch still controlled New 
Netherland, which included the Hudson 
Valley. However, few Dutch people 
came to the colony. Their country, the 
Netherlands, was prosperous. It gave its 
citizens many freedoms, and people saw 
no reason to leave. By 1640, only about 
2,000 people lived in the colony. These 
settlers had problems with both Native 
Americans and nearby English colonists.

A New Leader
The Dutch West India Company con-

trolled New Netherland. It decided that 
a new leader was needed to raise the 
colony’s profits and bring order. In 1647, 
the company sent Peter Stuyvesant 
(STY•vuh•suhnt) to govern the colony.

In the 1650s, Stuyvesant expanded 
New Netherland into what is now New 
Jersey. Then he pushed south into what 
is now Delaware, taking over the small 
colony of New Sweden in 1655. New 
Netherland now controlled more land, 
but it still needed more colonists. It did 
not have enough people to be successful.

New Colonists
To increase New Netherland’s popula-

tion, the Dutch West India Company let 
people from Belgium, Denmark, France, 
Italy, Spain, and Brazil settle in the col-
ony. The new settlers included one of the 
first groups of Jewish people to move to 
North America.

Africans also lived in New Netherland. 
Most had been captured and brought to 
the colony as enslaved workers, begin-
ning in 1626. Yet not all Africans in New 
Netherland were enslaved. Some had 
been able to buy their freedom. However, 
they were not completely free. Each year, 
they had to pay their employers in money 
or goods to remain free.

In 1660, Stuyvesant gave land on Man-
hattan to about 40 formerly enslaved peo-
ple. This land became New Netherland’s 
first community of free Africans.

 SUMMARIZE
Why did few people from the Netherlands settle 
in New Netherland?

SLAVE AUCTION The first slave auction in New 
Amsterdam was held in 1655.

 The Netherlands was 
prosperous and offered its people many 
freedoms. 
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The English Take Over
King Charles II wanted England to con-

trol the Atlantic coast of North America. 
He wanted more settlements, more lands 
rich in natural resources, and control of 
the fur trade. One thing prevented the 
king from meeting this goal—the colony 
of New Netherland.

Conflicts over Land
Both the English and the Dutch claimed 

lands in the Connecticut Valley and on 
Long Island. King Charles II gave his 
brother James, the Duke of York, the land 
between Maine and the Delaware River, 
including New Netherland.

In 1664, the Duke of York sent four 
warships to take New Netherland. When 
the ships arrived off the coast of the 
colony, the English told Stuyvesant to 
give up. They said that if he did not, they 
would attack.

Stuyvesant wanted to fight the English 
and keep New Netherland. He tried to 
get the colonists to fight, but they would 
not. They knew they were outnumbered. 
New Netherland had fewer than 150 sol-
diers. Stuyvesant surrendered, and the 
English took control of New Netherland 
without firing a shot.

 SUMMARIZE
Why did England want to control New Netherland?

PETER STUYVESANT left New Netherland after the English took over the colony, 
but he later returned and lived in New York. 
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Founding the Middle Colonies

170016751650

New York and 
New Jersey

James, the Duke of York, split the Dutch 
colony into two parts. He named them 
New York and New Jersey. James kept 
New York for himself, and the city of New 
Amsterdam became New York City. James
gave New Jersey to two of his friends, 
John Berkeley and George Carteret.

The English treated the Dutch settlers 
fairly. They promised to protect their 
rights, religious freedom, and property. 
They also let the colonists elect some of 
their own leaders. Most Dutch settlers 
chose to stay.

At first, nearly all of the colonists lived 
in New York. To attract more settlers to 
New Jersey, Berkeley and Carteret offered 

to sell land at low prices. Many of the 
early settlers arriving in New Jersey were 
members of the Society of Friends, a reli-
gious group also known as the Quakers.

The Quakers
Quakers believed that all people were 

equal. They refused to fight in wars or 
to swear loyalty to any king or coun-
try. People with different beliefs were 
often cruel to the Quakers. Thousands of 
Quakers were forced to leave England.

The Quakers hoped to find a refuge, or 
safe place, to live and worship. In 1674, 
a group of Quakers bought Berkeley’s 
share of New Jersey and founded Salem, 
New Jersey, the first Quaker settlement in 
North America.

 SUMMARIZE
Why did many Quakers settle in New Jersey? 

 1664
The New York Colony is established

 1664
The New Jersey Colony is 
established

TIME LINE All of the Middle Colonies were founded in the 1600s. In what century 
were they founded?

 1681
The Pennsylvania Colony is 
founded by William Penn
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Pennsylvania and 
Delaware

In 1681, King Charles II gave a char-
ter to William Penn, an English Quaker. 
The charter made Penn the proprietor, or 
owner, of what is now Pennsylvania.

A New Plan of Government
Penn was given the land because 

the king owed money to Penn’s 
father. The new colony was named 
Pennsylvania, which means “Penn’s 
woods.” Penn wanted all the people liv-
ing in Pennsylvania—Quakers and non-
Quakers—to live together peacefully.

In 1682, Penn wrote the Frame of 
Government of Pennsylvania. This plan 
of government set up a legislature called 
the General Assembly. It also gave citi-
zens freedom of speech, freedom of reli-
gion, and the right to a fair trial by jury. 
In a trial by jury, a group of citizens 
decides if a person is guilty or innocent of 
committing a crime. Penn later wrote the 
Pennsylvania Charter of Privileges, which 
allowed white male colonists to elect rep-
resentatives to the Assembly.

The Duke of York gave Penn 
control of the land 
that now makes up 
Delaware in 1682. 
Penn gave the colony 
its own assembly in 1704.

Relations with Native Americans
Penn also wanted Native Americans 

to be treated with justice, or fairness. In 
a letter, he told the local Lenni 

Lenape (LEH•nee LEH•nuh•pee) 
people:

“I desire to enjoy it with 
your love and consent, that 

we may always live together 
as neighbors and friends.”

WILLIAM PENN

LOCATION What Pennsylvania city was on the 
Delaware River?
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SummaryPenn arrived in Pennsylvania in 1682. 
He met with Tamanend (TAM•uh•nend) 
and other Lenni Lenape leaders. He paid 
them for most of the land King Charles II 
had given him and built a long-lasting 
peace with these Native Americans.

 DRAW CONCLUSIONS
How was Penn’s treatment of the Native 
Americans related to Quaker beliefs?

1. WHAT TO KNOW Why did people from 
different places and backgrounds settle in 
the Middle Colonies?

2. VOCABULARY Use the term trial by jury 
in a sentence about the Pennsylvania 
Colony.

3. GEOGRAPHY How does location 
explain why New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, and Delaware were called 
the Middle Colonies?

4. CRITICAL THINKING Why do you think 
William Penn wanted religious freedom 
in Pennsylvania?

5. WRITE A CONVERSATION Write a 
conversation between William 

Penn and Tamanend. Have each leader 
describe their hopes for the future.

6. 
Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE
On a separate sheet of paper, copy 

and complete this graphic organizer. 

The Middle Colonies were New York, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware. 
People from many different places 
and backgrounds settled in the Middle 
Colonies. Some settlers came because of 
the good land. Others came to freely 
practice their religion.

WILLIAM PENN 
learned to speak 
the Lenni Lenape 
language and 
treated the people 
fairly.

The Dutch controlled 
New Netherland.

England wanted to 
expand its colonies.
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1628 1701

Born?

1697  Tamanend 
attends his last meeting
with Pennsylvania leaders

1683  Tamanend 
first meets with 
William Penn 

Died?
1701

Died?

Tamanend
“We will live in love with William Penn 

and his children as long as the creeks 
and rivers run.”

No one was surprised to hear Tamanend speak these 
kind words. He was a kind leader and was respected 
by all who knew him. Tamanend grew up along the 
Neshaminy Creek in the forests of what is now southeastern 
Pennsylvania. He belonged to the Lenni Lenape tribe, which 
the English called the Delaware. 

In Tamanend’s language, his name meant “affable,” or 
friendly and easy to talk to. The name fit him well. One min-
ister described Tamanend as having “every good and noble 
qualification that a human being can possess.”

Tamanend met with Pennsylvania’s colonial leaders five 
times over the years. In each meeting, he agreed to sell land. 
The colonists paid for the land with guns, clothing, tools, 
blankets, and other items. Tamanend divided these items 
equally among his tribe members. Not all colonial leaders 
were as fair as William Penn. Yet Tamanend always worked 
to honor the peace he made between the Lenni Lenape and 
the people of Pennsylvania.

Why 
Character 

Counts
In what ways 

did Tamanend earn 
the respect of 
his people and of 
William Penn?

For more resources, go to
www.harcourtschool.com/ss1
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“Any government is free to the 
people under it where the laws rule, and the 

people are a party to [can help make] those laws.”
—from the Frame of Government 

of Pennsylvania

In his frame of government, William
Penn wrote that all citizens of the 
Pennsylvania Colony were to be treated 
equally under the law. This is the basic idea 
of justice in government. The idea of justice 
also appeared in the Pennsylvania Charter of 
Privileges of 1701. Penn knew that people are 
more likely to follow laws when they have 
a voice in making them. He believed 
that treating people justly was the key 
to good government.

In some colonies, 
people accused 
of a crime did not 
receive a trial by 
jury. 

JUSTICE
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Make It Relevant The Constitution, which includes the 
Bill of Rights, promises United States citizens the right 
to a fair and public trial by jury. Why do you think it is 
important for trials to be public?

Lawyers, judges, and juries work to make sure that people receive fair trials.
The figure of Justice 
wears a blindfold 
because the law is 
supposed to treat 
all people equally, 
no matter who 
they are.

One of the most important ways Penn promised a 
fair government was to give citizens the right to a trial 
by jury. At that time, very few places in the world gave 
people this right. In a trial by jury, a group of citizens—
rather than a single person—decides if someone has 
broken the law. A trial by jury gives the power to make 
decisions about guilt and innocence to the people.

Today, equal justice is an important idea in the 
United States government. The Bill of Rights says that 
no citizen can “be deprived of life, liberty, or property, 
without due process of law.” This means that all 
people in the United States have the right to equal 
treatment under the law.

Focus On: Constitutional Principles
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1682
William Penn
arrives in
Philadelphia

1720s
The Great Awakening
begins in the Middle
Colonies

Lesson

WHAT TO KNOW
How did religious 

toleration help attract 
people of different cultures 
to the Middle Colonies?

VOCABULARY
diversity p. 235

immigrant p. 235

Great Awakening p. 236

religious toleration p. 236

militia p. 238

PEOPLE
George Whitefield
Jonathan Edwards
Benjamin Franklin

PLACES
New York City
Philadelphia

Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE

Life in the 
Middle Colonies

It’s a sunny morning in 1699. You decide to 

take a walk around New York City.

As you walk, you see that the Dutch wall is being 

torn down to make room for more houses. A new 

road, Wall Street, is being built where the wall stood. 

You’re not surprised that New York City is the fastest-

growing town in the English colonies.
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A Mix of People
Settlers in the Middle Colonies came 

from different places and backgrounds. 

One church leader described them as a 

group of people thrown together from 

many parts of the world. This diversity 

made the Middle Colonies an interesting 

place to live.

Starting a New Life
Who were the people of the Middle 

Colonies? At first, most were Dutch, 

French, Belgian, or Swedish. Then came 

English Puritans and Quakers, as well 

as German, Jewish, Irish, and Scottish 

settlers. Most Africans arrived in the 

Middle Colonies as enslaved people, but 

others lived and worked as free persons.

The variety of people in the Middle 

Colonies could be seen in the city of 

Philadelphia. William Penn chose this 

city’s name, which means “brotherly 

love” in Greek. Like all of Pennsylvania, 

Philadelphia was founded on the idea 

that people of different backgrounds 

could live peacefully together.

Immigrants from different countries 

came to Philadelphia. An immigrant is 

a person who comes into a country to 

make a new life. Some immigrants left 

their home countries to escape war or to 

find religious freedom. Other immigrants 

wanted better economic opportunities, 

including the chance to buy land and 

start businesses. Many found more free-

dom in the Middle Colonies than they 

had ever known.

 SUMMARIZE
Why did immigrants come to the Middle 
Colonies?

ARCHITECTURE Many buildings in the New York Colony had Dutch-style 
architecture. 
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The Great Awakening
In the 1720s, a new religious movement 

began in the Middle Colonies. The move-

ment was known as the Great Awakening  

because it “awakened,” or renewed, 

many peoples’ interest in religion. The 

Great Awakening also changed the way 

many people practiced their religion.

Religion Expands
Ministers such as George Whitefield 

and Jonathan Edwards gave speeches 

that marked a change in religious ideas 

and practices. They often talked about 

people having a direct relationship with 

God. Not only did these ministers preach 

new ideas, they practiced religion differ-

ently. They would travel long distances 

to give emotional speeches to people they 

had never met.

The Great Awakening helped bring 

people together. This led to greater 

religious toleration, or acceptance 

of religious differences. At the new 

revivals, or prayer meetings, everyone 

was welcomed. Poor people could 

attend, and women played a large role 

in the movement. During the Great 

Awakening, both free and enslaved 

Africans participated in religious gather-

ings. Such equal participation was rare 

at this time in history.

The Great Awakening was not popular 

with all people, and in time, differences 

split the movement. This increased the 

diversity of religious beliefs. The number 

of church members in the colonies grew, 

as did the free exercise of religion.

 SUMMARIZE
What was the Great Awakening?

GEORGE WHITEFIELD (right) was a 
popular minister. Colonists (below) 
attend a revival in New England.
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Religion and Social Life
Unlike the New England Colonies, the 

Middle Colonies were home to many 

different religious groups. Towns often 

had more than one kind of church. A 

Presbyterian church, for example, might 

be only a block away from a Quaker 

meetinghouse. The first Jewish synagogue 

in the Middle Colonies was built in 

New York City in 1730.

Religion was a major part of social 

life in the Middle Colonies. After reli-

gious services, neighbors would talk 

and exchange news. Religion also 

changed the ways people viewed one 

another. Because of their religious 

beliefs, some colonists thought enslaving 

Africans was wrong. In 1688, Quakers 

in Germantown, Pennsylvania, became 

the first group to protest slavery in the 

English colonies.

Free Time
The social lives of colonists were as 

different as their religious beliefs. In cities 

such as Philadelphia and New York City, 

people went to dances, plays, concerts, 

and social clubs. Horse races, sleigh rides, 

and ice-skating were also common.

In rural areas, a barn raising was a big 

social event. A farm family would invite 

their neighbors to help them put in place 

the frame for a new barn. Afterward, 

everyone enjoyed a big meal.

 SUMMARIZE
How did the Middle Colonies differ from the New 
England Colonies?

FARM LIFE Farmers in the Middle Colonies often hired free African Americans or 
used enslaved workers on their farms.
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raised money to help build the city’s first 
hospital. He set up a militia, or volunteer 
army, to protect the city and the rest of 
the colony. To educate people, he founded 
Pennsyl vania’s first college and first pub-
lic library.

Benjamin Franklin earned his living 
as a printer. He printed the Pennsylvania 
Gazette newspaper. He also wrote and 
published Poor Richard’s Almanack, a 
yearly book that had a calendar, weather 
forecasts, stories, jokes, and wise sayings. 
It sold many copies and helped make 
Franklin a rich man.

Philadelphians wondered how Franklin 
did so much. He was a printer, a writer, 
a scientist, and an inventor. He also 
became a leader in the colony’s govern-
ment. It seems that Franklin followed the 
words of his own almanac: “Early to bed 
and early to rise, makes a man healthy, 
wealthy, and wise.”

 SUMMARIZE
What were some of the ways Benjamin Franklin 
improved Philadelphia?

Philadelphia Grows
As owner of the Pennsylvania Colony, 

William Penn planned both its govern-
ment and its settlements. Penn designed 
Philadelphia, the colony’s most important 
town, with wide streets and many public 
parks. He wanted the city to have plenty 
of space for people to work and to relax.

When Penn first visited Philadelphia in 
1682, it had only ten houses. Fifty years 
later, more than 11,000 people lived there. 
Over time, Philadelphia became the 
largest city in the English colonies. By 
1770, it had more than 28,000 people—a 
small number by today’s standards but 
large for that time.

Benjamin Franklin
As Philadelphia grew, it became the 

home of many famous scientists and 
artists. The most famous Philadelphian 
was Benjamin Franklin. He helped 
improve the city in many ways. Franklin 
set up the first trained firefighting 
company in the English colonies and 

PHILADELPHIA was one of the most diverse cities in the colonies. The busy 
seaport was a trade center that attracted merchants and skilled craftworkers.
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firefighting company, raised money to build a hospital, set up a militia, and founded a library.
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Summary

Summary

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (above left) helped build a 
hospital (above right) and a firefighting company in 
Philadelphia.

The Middle Colonies were home to a 
mix of people, cultures, and religions. The 
Great Awakening added to the region’s 
diversity. Philadelphia was a center of 
culture and the largest city in the English 
Colonies.

1. WHAT TO KNOW How did religious 
toleration help attract people of different 
cultures to the Middle Colonies?

2. VOCABULARY Write a sentence about 
diversity in the Middle Colonies, using 
the term immigrant.

3. HISTORY When did the Great Awakening 
take place, and who were some of its 
leaders?

4. CRITICAL THINKING If you lived in the 
Middle Colonies, would you want to 
live in a farming community or a town? 
Explain your choice.

5. WRITE A NARRATIVE Write a story 
about life in early Philadelphia. 

Include details about the city’s location, 
people, and businesses.

6. 
Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE
On a separate sheet of paper, copy 

and complete this graphic organizer.

Philadelphia 
attracted many 
diverse people. 
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1750
New York City becomes
the second-busiest port in 
the English Colonies

Lesson

Busy Farms 
and Seaports

The year is 1700. You are in a market in 

Philadelphia, surrounded by a busy crowd 

of farmers and merchants hoping to sell their crops.

You are very happy that your family decided to 

move to the Middle Colonies. The soil is very fertile 

and your farm produces many crops. You come to 

the market often to sell and trade. And your family 

has much more land than they ever did in England!

WHAT TO KNOW
How did geography 

affect the economy of the 
Middle Colonies?

VOCABULARY
prosperity p. 242

artisan p. 244

apprentice p. 244

PLACES
Philadelphia
Hudson River
Delaware River

Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE 

Farmers grow grain.
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Rich Farmlands
When settlers came to the Middle 

Colonies, they were amazed by the rich-
ness of the land and all of its natural 
resources. Unlike New England, the 
Middle Colonies had plenty of fertile soil. 
Since most people made their living by 
farming, the Middle Colonies attracted 
many settlers.

Richard Frame used poetry to express 
his feelings about the rich land in the 
Middle Colonies. He wrote:

“The fields, most beautiful, yield 
such crops of wheat, And other 
things most excellent to eat.”

Crops, Livestock, and Trade
Wheat fields stretched all across the 

Middle Colonies. Wheat, corn, and rye 

were the main crops, but colonists also 
used the land in other ways. Dairy cows 
ate the thick grasses. Pigs ran through the 
forests, eating acorns and berries.

Farmers in the Middle Colonies trav-
eled to market towns to sell or trade their 
livestock and crops. Every market town 
had a gristmill, which ground grain into 
flour. Most towns also had a lumber 
mill. During visits to market towns, farm 
families shopped at the general store. 
They bought things they could not make 
or grow themselves, such as iron tools, 
shoes, paint, and buttons.

 SUMMARIZE
How did geography affect the economy of the 
Middle Colonies?

ILLUSTRATION Gristmills ground harvested grain into 
flour. How did the flour get to market?

Millstones grind 
the grain into flour.

Flour is taken 
to market.

Farmers take the 
grain to the mill.

A Gristmill
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Port Cities
The merchants who bought livestock 

and crops from farmers took these goods 
to port cities. These were major trade 
centers in the Middle Colonies. The colo-
nies’ prosperity, or economic success, 
depended largely on the ports.

New York City
New York City was one of the most 

important port cities. The Hudson River 
helped make trade easier. Farmers, fur 
traders, and lumber workers could float 
their goods down the river to New York 
City. Also, the port’s harbor along the East 
River was a good place for ships to dock.

Every year, the number of ships sail-
ing into and out of New York City grew. 
When the English took over in 1664, 
about 35 ships used the port each year. 
By 1750, that number had grown to 600. 
New York City had become the second-
busiest port in the English colonies.

Philadelphia
The busiest port was Philadelphia. The 

city was built along the Delaware River. 

Many people moved to Philadelphia 
because of the port.

Farmers, merchants, and traders in 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware 
relied on the Philadelphia port. They sent 
goods down the Delaware River to the 
port or took their crops to the merchants 
in seaports. From Philadelphia, ships 
sailed down the river into Delaware Bay 
and then across the Atlantic.

GRAPH The value of colonial exports is given in 
English money, or pounds. In what year did the 
colonies export the highest value of goods?
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Exports and Imports
Colonial port cities were busy places. 

The streets were full of sailors and, at 

times, even pirates. Shopworkers made 

ropes, sails, and barrels. Shipbuild ers 

hammered ships together. Merchants 

talked over prices as dockhands moved 

goods. For many immigrants, their first 

view of North America was a port city.

As in New England, almost all trade in 

the Middle Colonies was with England or 

with other English colonies. New England 

and the Middle Colonies exported 

many of the same goods, including furs, 

salted meat, and lumber. Yet the Middle 

Colonies exported more wheat and grains. 

They led the colonies in flour exports.

Most imports to the Middle Colonies 

came from England. Ships brought fur-

niture, tea, gunpowder, medicines, and 

metals. Some ships carried enslaved 

Africans. Most of these people were made 

to work as craftworkers or servants.

 SUMMARIZE
Why were New York City and Philadelphia good 
locations for ports?

ENGLISH GOODS Watches, teapots, and cups 
were shipped from England to the colonies. These 
goods entered the colonies through port cities, such 
as New York City (below).
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Colonial Jobs
Immigrants arriving in the Middle 

Colonies could choose from many differ-
ent jobs. In addition to farming and ship-
ping, many colonists worked in skilled 
trades such as ironworking. Many of 
these artisans, or craftworkers, came to 
the colonies as indentured servants.

Making Goods
Most artisans used raw materials to 

make goods. Blacksmiths used iron to 
form horseshoes and tools. Coopers 
made barrels out of wood. Carpenters 
used wood to build houses and ships. 
Bricklayers worked with stone and clay 
to pave streets and raise buildings.

Some artisans depended on farm 
goods. They included bakers, butchers, 

flour millers, and soap makers. Dress-
makers and tailors used wool, linen, and 
cotton to make clothing. Tanners turned 
animal skins into leather, which cobblers 
used to make shoes.

Learning a Trade
A few colonists from rich families went 

to college to become lawyers, bankers, or 
ministers. However, the skills needed by 
artisans, such as carpenters and tanners, 
were not taught in schools.

Instead, young people learned their 
skills by becoming apprentices. An 
apprentice lived and worked with an 
artisan and his family for several years 
to learn a skill. He could then go on to 
earn a living as a journeyman and later a 
master. These professions were practiced 
by men.

Benjamin Franklin
Hundreds of colonial boys became 

apprentices. Benjamin Franklin was 
one of them. By the age of 10, he 
was working for his father as a soap 
maker in Boston. When Franklin’s father 
noticed that he liked to read books 
more than make soap, he arranged for 
young Benjamin to work in his brother’s 
print shop.

Franklin helped write pamphlets, set 
type, and even sell newspapers on 
the street. When he was 17 years old, 
Franklin left the shop and moved to 
Philadelphia to open his own printing 
business.

Make It Relevant What kind of job would 
you want if you were an apprentice?
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Summary

Women and girls had fewer chances to 
work outside the home. In the 1600s and 
1700s, most women were not allowed 
to own property or businesses. In most 
cases, when a woman got married, her 
husband became the owner of everything 
she had.

Sometimes, if a woman’s husband 
died, she would take over his business. 
Throughout the colonies, some widows 
ran taverns, printing businesses, and 
silversmith shops.

 SUMMARIZE
How did people learn to be artisans?

The rich land, wide rivers, and large 
harbors of the Middle Colonies all led to 
economic success. The region’s economy 
also depended on its many farmers, 
artisans, merchants, and sailors.

1. WHAT TO KNOW How did geography affect 
the economy of the Middle Colonies?

2. VOCABULARY How are the terms artisan 
and apprentice related?

3. ECONOMICS What jobs were most 
enslaved Africans forced to do in the 
Middle Colonies?

4. CRITICAL THINKING What were the 
advantages and disadvantages of being 
an apprentice?

5. MAKE A CHART Make a two-column 
 chart that lists colonial jobs and the 
products made by people who worked at 
these jobs.

6. 
Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE
On a separate sheet of paper, copy 

and complete this graphic organizer.

CANDLEMAKERS were called chandlers. Candles 
were made from tallow, which is animal fat.

The Middle Colonies had 
rich farmland.

Many settlers came to the 
Middle Colonies.
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Why It Matters Making a good economic choice can help you 
decide which goods to buy.

To pay for what you want, you will have to give up the 
chance to buy something else. This is called making a trade-off. 
What you give up in order to buy what you want is called an 
opportunity cost. This information and the steps below can help 
you make a good economic choice.

Step 1  Identify your economic goal and your resources.

Step 2  Identify your choices.

Step 3  Discuss the positive and negative effects of each choice.

Step 4  Identify the opportunity cost of each choice. Then make 
the choice with the most positive effects.

Make an Economic Choice

Citizenship Skills

PRINT SHOPS Running a print shop was not cheap. Printers had to buy a press, 
type, paper, and ink.
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Imagine that you are an artisan, and answer the questions 
below.

1  Which should you buy, a new tool or some new clothes?

2  What would be the result of buying a new tool?

3  What would be the result of buying the new clothes?

4  What will you buy? Explain why. 

Make It Relevant Imagine that you want to buy either a 
birthday present for a friend or a computer game for yourself. 
Explain to a partner the expected result of each of your choices.

COOPERS This historical reenactor shows how coopers made barrels in 
colonial times.
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1600 1650

Visual Summary

Chapter Review

248 ■ Unit 3

Focus
Skill Summarize Complete this graphic organizer to show that 

you can summarize facts about the Middle Colonies.

Vocabulary

Identify the term from the word bank that 
correctly matches each definition.

1. a volunteer army

2. an owner

3. a person learning a skill

4. a safe place

5. a craftworker

 6. a person who comes into a country to make 
a new life

Summarize the Chapter

Word Bank 
refuge p. 228

proprietor p. 229

immigrant p. 235

militia p. 238

artisan p. 244

apprentice p. 244

1647
Peter Stuyvesant 
arrives in New 
Netherland

People came to the 
Middle Colonies from 
many places.

People had different 
backgrounds and 
religious beliefs.

There were many ways 
to make a living in the 
Middle Colonies.
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1700 1750

Time Line

Use the chapter summary time line above to 
answer these questions.

 7. How long did Peter Stuyvesant govern New 
Netherland before the English took over?

 8. When did William Penn found his colony?

Facts and Main Ideas

Answer these questions.

 9. How did some enslaved people in New 
Netherland gain more freedom?

 10. How did William Penn plan for 
self-government and religious freedom?

 11. What were two effects of the Great 
Awakening?

Write the letter of the best choice.

 12. What religious group found refuge by 
purchasing land in New Jersey?

 A Puritans
 B Catholics
 C Quakers
 D Anglicans

 13. Which of the following was the most widely 
grown crop in the Middle Colonies?

 A tobacco
 B cotton
 C rice
 D wheat

Critical Thinking

 14. Make It Relevant In what ways was the 
population of the Middle Colonies like the 
population of the United States today?

 15. How did life in the Middle Colonies compare 
to life in New England?

 16. Why did New York City and Philadelphia 
become important to people who lived 
outside these cities?

Skills

Make an Economic Choice

 17. Review the information on pages 246–247. 
Then describe an economic choice you 
made and the trade-offs and opportunity 
costs of your choice.

Write a Research Report 
 William Penn built good relations 
with Tamanend and other Native American 
leaders. Using facts and details, write a 
report that tells how Penn did this.

Write a Persuasive Letter Imagine 
 that it is 1700 and you want to be an 
apprentice. Choose the type of work you 
want to do. Then write a letter to a business 
owner and tell the person why he or she 
should accept you as an apprentice.

1664
England takes 
over New 
Netherland

1681
William Penn founds 
Pennsylvania

1720s
The Great 
Awakening 
begins in the 
Middle Colonies
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TAKE NOTES
Taking notes can help you remember what you have 
learned and also help you review for tests.

■  Write down important facts and ideas. You do not have to 
write complete sentences.

■  Organize your notes in a chart.

PREVIEW VOCABULARY 

constitution p. 255 broker p. 270backcountry p. 257

The Southern Colonies

Reading Notes Class Notes
Lesson 1
•  The first settlers arrived in 

Maryland in 1633.

•

•  Many Catholics came to 
Maryland because they could not 
freely practice their religion in 
England.

•
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CHAPTER

The Southern
Colonies

FRONTIER CULTURE MUSEUM IN STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
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1712
The Carolina Colony is
split into North Carolina
and South Carolina

1733
James Oglethorpe
founds the 
Georgia Colony

1632
Lord Baltimore
receives a charter for 
the Maryland Colony

ARE
OU

HERE

Y
A
O

TTTH

Lesson

WHAT TO KNOW
How did geography affect 

where people settled in the 
Southern Colonies?

VOCABULARY
constitution p. 255

debtor p. 256

backcountry p. 257

PEOPLE
George Calvert
Cecilius Calvert
James Oglethorpe

PLACES
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia

Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE 

Settling 
the South

The year is 1650. You are standing on a 

hillside looking down at the bay below. Two 

months ago, you got on a ship in England to come to 

the Maryland Colony. The land looks very different 

from the busy streets of London. Beyond the bay, 

fields of crops stretch as far as you can see. You left 

London because you couldn’t find a job there. Here, 

you’ll be working for a rich landowner. From the 

looks of things, you’ll be working a lot.

The Chesapeake Bay takes its 
name from the Native American 
word Chesepiooc, meaning “Great 
Shellfish Bay.”
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Maryland
The Maryland Colony was founded by 

the Calverts, a family of wealthy English 
landowners. The Calverts, who were Cath-
olic, wanted to build a colony in North 
America that would make money. They 
also wanted a refuge for Catholics. Like 
the Quakers, Catholics in England could 
not worship as they wished.

The Calverts
George Calvert, also called Lord 

Baltimore, had invested in the Virginia 
Company. Calvert asked King Charles I 
to give him a charter for a new colony 
along Chesapeake Bay, north of Virginia.

Calvert died before the charter was 
signed in 1632. His oldest son, Cecilius 
Calvert, became the new Lord Baltimore 

and the owner of the new colony. He 
called the colony Maryland.

Cecilius Calvert chose his brother, 
Leonard, to be Maryland’s first gover-
nor. The Calvert brothers had learned 
from the bad experiences at Jamestown, 
in the Virginia Colony, and they planned 
their colony carefully. There would be no 
“starving time” in Maryland.

In 1633, the Calverts sent the first 
group of colonists to Maryland. Most of 
these colonists came as indentured ser-
vants. Their ships landed near the mouth 
of the Potomac River. There, the colonists 
founded their first settlement, now called 
St. Mary’s City.

 SUMMARIZE
What were the reasons for the founding of the 
Maryland Colony?

FOUNDING MARYLAND This painting shows an artist’s view of the founding of 
Maryland. Why do you think people are shown carrying a cross?
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Life in Maryland 
and Virginia

The Maryland Colony had much in 
common with its neighbor, Virginia. 
The two colonies, separated by the 
Chesapeake Bay and the Potomac River, 
shared a mild climate. Tobacco grew in 
the fertile soil along the Coastal Plain.

Farming
Some colonists in Maryland became 

rich from growing tobacco on large plan-
tations. However, most colonists strug-
gled to make a living on small farms. 
Many of Maryland’s farmers had come 
to the colony as indentured servants. 
Maryland’s government helped former 
servants by giving them land, clothes, 
tools, and barrels of corn.

Government
In the early 1700s, Virginia was the 

largest English colony in North America. 
In 1699, Williamsburg became its capital.

Virginia and Maryland had similar 
governments. Both colonies had gover-
nors and elected assemblies. However, 
the king controlled the royal colony of 
Virginia, while the Calverts controlled the 
proprietary colony of Maryland.

In 1649, Maryland passed the 
Toleration Act, which gave religious 
freedom to all Christians in the col-
ony. Over time, many members of the 
Anglican Church settled in Maryland. 
In 1702, it became the colony’s official 
church.

 COMPARE AND CONTRAST
What features did Maryland and Virginia share?

THE TOLERATION ACT helped protect the rights of Catholics in Maryland, but by 
the late 1600s, Protestants ruled the colony.
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The Carolina Colonies
As more people moved to Maryland 

and Virginia, some colonists moved south 
to get more land. In 1663, England’s new 
king, Charles II, granted land for another 
colony, called Carolina.

Lords Proprietors
The charter divided Carolina among 

eight English leaders called the Lords 
Proprietors. In 1669, they adopted a 
constitution, or a written plan of govern-
ment, for Carolina. This let free white 
male colonists choose some leaders and 
make some laws. Still, most of the power 
belonged to the proprietors and the king.

The Carolina Colony soon became hard 
to govern. It was large, and the colo-
nists often did not follow laws they did 
not like. In 1712, the Lords Proprietors 
split the colony into North Carolina and 
South Carolina. In hilly North Carolina, 
farmers grew tobacco and corn. Farmers 
in South Carolina had trouble making 

money by growing tobacco. The land was 
too wet. Things changed when enslaved 
African workers brought with them the 
knowledge of how to successfully grow 
rice. Rice soon became South Carolina’s 
most important crop, and enslaved peo-
ple became a large part of its population.

 SUMMARIZE
Why was the Carolina Colony hard to govern?

HUMAN-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS Tobacco 
 (below) was mostly grown in the upper South. 
What city on the map is farthest north?
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Georgia
England, France, and 

Spain all claimed the 
area to the south of 
South Carolina. By 1727, 
England’s new ruler, King 
George II, knew that to 
gain control of the area, he 
had to send colonists there.

A wealthy English leader 
named James Oglethorpe had 
an idea. Why not send English 
debtors—people who had been 
put in prison for owing money—to 
settle a new colony? The settlers would 
defend the land against other countries. 
Oglethorpe also hoped to give the debt-
ors a chance to start a new life. He wrote,

“By such a Colony, many families, 
who would otherwise starve, will 

be provided for, and made masters 
of houses and lands.”

 King George II gave 
Oglethorpe a charter for the 

last of the 13 English colonies. 
It was called Georgia, in 
honor of the king. In 1733, 
the first group of colonists 
founded the settlement of 
Savannah.

Slavery
The leaders of Georgia lim-

ited the size of farms and did 
not allow slavery. As a result, 
Georgia had no plantations. 

However, the settlers were divided 
in their views about slavery. In 1751, 
Georgia’s leaders decided to allow slav-
ery. Over time, Georgia’s economy, like 
that of all the other Southern Colonies, 
grew as a result of plantations and the 
labor of enslaved Africans.

 MAIN IDEA AND DETAILS
Why did James Oglethorpe found the Georgia 
Colony?

JAMES OGLETHORPE
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 to defend England’s claim to the 
Southern Colonies and to give debtors 
a new start
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Heading West
In the early 1700s, most towns, farms, 

and plantations in the English colonies 
were established near the coast, on the 
Coastal Plain. At that time, few colo-
nists had settled in the Piedmont—the 
land between the Coastal Plain and the 
Appalachian Mountains. Settlers called 
this land the backcountry because it was 
beyond, or “in back of,” the area settled 
by Europeans.

The Great Wagon Road
The thick forests, steep hills, and few 

roads made travel to the backcountry 
hard. However, by the mid-1700s, many 
settlers were moving west of the Coastal 
Plain. From Pennsylvania, large numbers 
of German immigrants began to move 
into the backcountry of Virginia and the 
Carolinas. The settlers followed a Native 
American trail. As more people used the 

trail, it became wide enough for wagons 
to use. This trail became known as the 
Great Wagon Road.

The Great Wagon Road passed through 
the Shenandoah Valley and along the 
eastern side of the Blue Ridge Mountains. 
It was the only way to get wagons loaded 
with household goods to the backcountry.

 SUMMARIZE
Why was it hard to reach the backcountry?
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Conflicts with 
Native Americans

Thousands of Cherokee, Creek, 
Powhatan, and other Native American 
tribes lived in areas that became the 
Southern Colonies. As more Europeans 
arrived, they built their settlements on 
Native American lands. As in the New 
England Colonies, conflicts arose between  
Native Americans and settlers.

The Tuscarora War
In North Carolina, for example, 

German and Swiss settlers destroyed the 
Tuscarora village to build a new settle-
ment. Some colonists believed that the 
remaining Native Americans were not 
treated justly, either. One settler said that 
the other colonists had

“cheated these Indians 
in trading, and would not 

allow them to hunt near their 
plantations. . . .”

In 1711, their land losses caused the 
Tuscarora to attack several settlements. 
The Tuscarora hoped to scare off the 
settlers, but their attacks led to the 
Tuscarora War. When the war finally 
ended in 1713, about 950 Tuscarora had 
been either killed or captured and sold 
into slavery.

Settlers in the Southern Colonies kept 
pushing Native Americans off their lands. 
Some were captured and sent to the West 
Indies to work on sugarcane planta-
tions. Others died fighting the colonists 
over land or trade. Even peaceful Native 
American groups died in large numbers 

Ceremonial dance circle

Document-Based Question Why do 
you think the Native Americans planted crops 
close to their homes?

Native American VillageNative American Village
Background This drawing of a Native 
American village in North Carolina 
was made by John White, an English 
colonist, in the 1580s.

Crops

Longhouse
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Summaryfrom European diseases such as smallpox 
and measles.

As their numbers fell, many Native 
American groups were forced to move 
west to lands that European settlers had 
not yet reached. However, settlers moved 
west, too.

 CAUSE AND EFFECT
What effect did settlers have on Native 
Americans in the Southern Colonies?

The Southern Colonies were made up 
of Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, and Georgia. Settlers 
came for land and for religious reasons. 
Indentured servants and enslaved Africans 
were brought as workers. Over time, 
problems between settlers and Native 
Americans grew.

1. WHAT TO KNOW How did geography affect 
where people settled in the Southern 
Colonies?

2. VOCABULARY Use the term debtor in a 
sentence about the founding of Georgia.

3. CULTURE Which Southern Colony was 
founded as a refuge for Catholics, and 
who founded it?

4. CRITICAL THINKING Why might people 
have wanted to settle in the backcountry?

5. MAKE AN ILLUSTRATED TIME LINE Make 
 a time line from 1600 to 1750. Then 
label important events in the settlement 
of the Southern Colonies. Draw pictures 
near those labels to show what happened.

6. 
Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE
On a separate sheet of paper, copy 

and complete this graphic organizer.

TOWN CREEK 
INDIAN MOUND 
was a center 
of religion and 
government for Native 
Americans in North 
Carolina.

England wanted to protect 
its land claims.

Oglethorpe wanted to 
help debtors.
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Why It Matters A map scale shows you the distance between 
places. Using maps of different scales can help you answer 
different kinds of questions about an area.

The maps on pages 260 and 261 show the Maryland Colony. 
Map A is drawn using a larger scale. It shows more details of the 
Maryland Colony. Map B is drawn using a smaller scale. This 
map also shows land around the colony.

Compare Maps 
of Different Scales

Map and Globe Skills
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Use Map A and Map B to answer the questions.

1 Which map shows the distance between Point Lookout and 
Annapolis? 

2 Which map could you use to find the distance between 
Baltimore and Williamsburg?

3 What is the distance in miles between St. Mary’s City and 
Taneytown? Which map shows both places?

Make It Relevant Look at a small-scale map of your state. 
Imagine that you are taking a trip to one of the cities shown on 
the map. Use the map to find the distance from your hometown 
to that city.

 For online activities, go to www.harcourtschool.com/ss1
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1619
The first Africans
arrive in Virginia

1738
Fort Mose
is founded
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Lesson

WHAT TO KNOW
How did plantations 

affect life in the Southern 
Colonies?

VOCABULARY
planter p. 264

overseer p. 264 

PLACES
Spanish Florida
Fort Mose

Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE 

Life in the 
South

You see that the crowd gathered in the 

middle of the town’s market square is 

looking at two people bound in shackles and 

standing on a platform. They were brought over 

from Africa on a slave ship and are about to be sold. 

You try to imagine how scared they must feel after 

having been taken so far away from their homes 

and families.

SHACKLES Iron 
shackles like these 
(above) were used 
to bind the hands 
and feet of enslaved 
people.
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Portrait of African-American Woman, between 1825 and 1833, by James Hamilton Shegogue

Slavery and Society
For more than 300 years, traders 

brought millions of Africans to North 

America, South America, and the 

Caribbean. These men, women, and 

children were taken from their homes, 

chained together in ships, and then sold.

Treatment of Enslaved People
The first Africans in the English colo-

nies most likely arrived in Virginia in 

1619. At first, the English colonies used 

indentured servants as workers. As 

more workers were needed, colonial 

governments made slavery legal. By the 

mid-1700s, slavery was legal in every 

colony. The laws said that children born 

to enslaved people were also enslaved. 

Families were often broken apart and 

sold to different owners.

In the Southern Colonies, most 

enslaved Africans worked on plantations. 

The way enslaved people were treated 

depended on their owners. Enslaved peo-

ple were often beaten and abused. It was 

very difficult to escape, but this did not 

stop enslaved people from trying.

Enslaved people were not free to speak 

out against slavery, but they still resisted 

it. Some rebelled. Others broke tools, 

pretended to be sick, or worked slowly. 

Punishment for such acts was often harsh.

Enslaved people tried to deal with their 

hardships by keeping their culture alive. 

They told stories and sang songs about 

Africa. By the late 1700s, the Christian 

religion also became a source of strength 

for some enslaved people.

 SUMMARIZE
How did enslaved people resist slavery?

PRESERVING CULTURE One way enslaved 
people kept their culture alive was through 
music. They sang songs and played drums and 
banjos. Some may have played a kalimba, or 
thumb piano (left). This portrait (right) shows 
an enslaved woman from South Carolina.
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A Farming Economy
The economy of the Southern Colonies 

was based mostly on plantations, which 
would not have been possible without the 
labor of enslaved people. The cash crops 
produced by enslaved workers made 
some planters, or plantation owners, the 
richest people in the Southern Colonies.

The Plantation System
The first plantations were built along 

the Coastal Plain. By 1750, settlers had 
moved west and started large plantations 
farther inland. As planters grew richer, the 
amount of land they owned also grew.

Some plantations looked like small vil-
lages. There were many buildings, includ-
ing workshops where enslaved people 
made nails, bricks, barrels, and other 
items used on the plantation.

Plantation owners often hired an 
overseer to watch enslaved people as 
they worked. The overseer’s house was 
often near the fields. Enslaved workers’ 
houses were usually far away from the 
planter’s house. Near their homes, some 
enslaved people kept small gardens that 
they tended after working the planter’s 
land.

Planters ran the plantations, but they 
did not usually work on them. Enslaved 
people did the work. Planters sometimes 
worked for the community as judges or 
members of the colonial assembly. Many 
planters hired teachers to educate their 
children in the home. Enslaved children 
were not allowed to attend school. In fact, 
it was illegal for enslaved people to learn 
to read or write. Those who tried to learn 
had to do so in secret. They were pun-
ished if they were caught.

Overseer’s 
house 

Fields

Slave quarters

Hospital

Workshop
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Life on Small Farms
The economy of the Southern Colonies 

depended mostly on the crops from large 
plantations. However, most colonists 
lived and worked on small farms.

Former indentured servants often 
owned small farms. However, few ever 
became rich. Most owners of small farms 
did not own enslaved people. Those who 
did worked alongside their enslaved 
workers but did not treat them as equals.

Since small farms were often far away 
from each other, church services became 
major events. Some families traveled 
for hours to reach a church. There, they 
attended services and visited with other 
farm families.

 SUMMARIZE
How did most colonists in the Southern Colonies 
make their living?

Free Africans
A few Africans were able to buy their 

freedom and start farms. However, most 
did not want to be part of the system of 
slavery. Some free Africans did buy rela-
tives, but only to free them.

To escape slavery, many enslaved peo-
ple ran away. Those who escaped were 
often caught and returned to their owners. 
Some found safety in Spanish Florida or 
were helped by Native American tribes.

The Black Seminoles
The Seminole tribe gave runaways food 

and shelter. The Seminole also gave them 
land if they gave back one-third of the 
crop they raised on it. Many runaways 
dressed like the Seminole and learned 
their language. They became known as 
Black Seminoles.

A Southern Plantation

ILLUSTRATION Many plantations in the 
Southern Colonies were self-sufficient. 
Enslaved workers grew food and 
produced needed goods. Why did large 
plantations have so many buildings?

Kitchen

Planter’s house
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SummaryFort Mose
Some free Africans in Spanish Florida 

started small towns, such as Fort Mose 
(moh•SAY). In 1738, it became the first 
settlement in North America for free 
Africans. The people of Fort Mose were 
free to practice African customs.

 SUMMARIZE
Who were the Black Seminoles?

Life in the Southern Colonies was full 
of contrasts. Plantation owners were 
very rich, but they depended on enslaved 
Africans. On small farms, many former 
indentured servants struggled to make 
a living. Not all Africans were enslaved. 
Some bought their freedom or escaped.

1. WHAT TO KNOW How did plantations 
affect life in the Southern Colonies?

2. VOCABULARY Describe the role of a 
planter and the role of an overseer.

3. CULTURE How did enslaved people keep 
their culture alive?

4. CRITICAL THINKING Why was the economy 
of the Southern Colonies dependent 
on large plantations when most of the 
colonists worked on small farms?

5. DRAW A SCENE Choose a scene  
 from daily life in the Southern 
Colonies that you read about in this 
lesson. Then draw a picture of that scene, 
and write a caption describing what it 
shows about life in a Southern Colony.

6. 
Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE
On a separate sheet of paper, 

complete this graphic organizer.

SEEKING FREEDOM Enslaved people who escaped often had to journey 
hundreds of miles to reach safety.

Plantations were self-
sufficient.

Enslaved people worked 
on plantations.
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Born? Died
1745 1797

1756  Equiano is 
sold into slavery

1789  Equiano’s 
autobiography 
is published

Died
1797

1789  Equiano’s 
bi h

Olaudah
Equiano
“When I looked around the ship and 

saw . . . black people of every description 
chained together, . . . I no longer doubted 

my own fate.”
Olaudah Equiano (OH•luh•dah ek•wee•AH•noh) was one 

of the first Africans to write and talk about life as an enslaved 
person. Through his writings and speeches, Equiano helped 
people understand the harsh realities of slavery.

When he was 12 years old, Equiano was sold to an English 
sea captain who took him on several journeys. Over time, he 
was able to earn enough money from trading that he bought 
his freedom. After earning his freedom, Equiano attended 
school in London and later worked as a sailor.

In 1789, Equiano published his autobiography. It became 
popular in England and later influenced many African 
American writers. His book described life in Africa, his time 
as an enslaved person, and how he gained his freedom. 
Equiano spent the rest of his life giving speeches around the 
world trying to convince people to end slavery.

Why 
Character 

Counts
How did 

Equiano show 
he cared about 
enslaved people?

For more resources, go to
www.harcourtschool.com/ss1
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17501600

1729
Baltimore, 
Maryland,
is founded

1740s
Indigo becomes a major 
cash crop

ARE
OU

HERE

Y
A
O

TTTH

Lesson

WHAT TO KNOW
How did people in the 

Southern Colonies use 
natural resources to earn 
a living?

VOCABULARY
indigo p. 269

interdependence p. 270

broker p. 270

PEOPLE
Eliza Lucas Pinckney

PLACES
Charles Town
Baltimore
Wilmington

Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE 

The Southern 
Economy

It’s so hot that your shirt sticks to your back. 

You are loading hundreds of barrels of rice 

onto a ship in Charles Town, South Carolina. The 

huge ship arrived from England just two days ago. 

Its tall mast forms a shadow across the dock. You 

stop to look up at the ship’s folded sails. You wipe 

the sweat from your forehead and wish you were out 

at sea, not stuck on this dock working in this heat.

CHARLES TOWN, SOUTH CAROLINA, 
became the largest city in the Southern 
Colonies.
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Cash Crops
Seaports like Charles Town were 

important to the economy of the Southern 
Colonies. Plantations produced tons of 
cash crops each year, and those crops 
needed to be shipped to markets in 
England and the West Indies to be sold.

Adapting to the Climate
Plantations in different colonies grew 

different crops. In Maryland, Virginia, and 
northern North Carolina, tobacco was the 
main cash crop. Growing tobacco required 
many workers and a lot of land. After 
about seven years, tobacco plants would 
use up all the nutrients in the soil. As a 
result, farmers had to clear more land.

In southern North Carolina, South 
Carolina, and Georgia, the climate was 

too warm and wet for tobacco to grow 
well. Many farmers and plantation 
owners began growing rice. In fact, 
rice became such a major cash crop in 
South Carolina that it was often called 
Carolina gold.

On drier land, rice did not grow well. 
Here, farmers found they could grow 
indigo plants. These plants produced a 
blue dye called indigo, which was used in 
the clothmaking process.

Indigo became an important cash crop 
after Eliza Lucas Pinckney experimented 
with the plant. By the 1740s, indigo was 
a major cash crop throughout South 
Carolina.

 SUMMARIZE
What cash crops were grown in the Southern 
Colonies?
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Eliza Lucas Pinckney
Eliza Lucas Pinckney moved to South Carolina 

with her parents in 1738. When she was 16 years 
old, her father had to return to the West Indies. 
Eliza started experimenting with indigo seeds her 
father had sent her. She worked so hard that she 
wrote, “I hardly allow myself time to sleep or eat.”

After three years, Eliza was able to grow an 
indigo plant that produced an excellent dye. She 
gave some of her seeds to neighbors and 
friends. Within a few years, South Carolina 
planters were selling one million pounds of indigo 
a year to clothmakers in Europe.

Make It Relevant Why is it important to work hard at 
whatever task you have?

tobacco, rice, and indigo
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The Economy Grows
Plantations were largely self-sufficient, 

but they depended on merchants and oth-

ers for some goods and services. Traders 

and merchants depended on plantations 

for cash crops and other raw materials. 

Depending on one another for economic 

resources is called interdependence.

Exporting Goods
As plantations got larger, more cash 

crops were exported. The owners of large 

plantations often sold their crops through 

a broker. A broker is a person who is paid 

to buy and sell for someone else. Brokers 

took the crops to market to sell and 

bought the goods the planters wanted.

Location affected how well plantations 

did. The most successful plantations were 

on rivers or near ports, which made it 

easier to ship crops.

Location affected the growth of cities, 

too. By the mid-1700s, towns along the 

southern Atlantic coast, such as Norfolk 

and Savannah, had grown into large 

cities.

Baltimore, Maryland, was founded in 

1729 on the Patapsco River, which flows 

into Chesapeake Bay. Baltimore exported 

large amounts of grain and tobacco. As 

more goods were exported, the demand 

for new ships grew. Before long, the city 

of Baltimore became a major center for 

shipbuilding. Over time, shipbuilders 

developed the Baltimore clipper. It was 

one of the world’s fastest sailing ships.

Other Industries
Although farming was the most impor-

tant part of the Southern economy, the 

region had other industries. Its forests 

were important natural resources. Forests 

helped Wilmington, North Carolina, 
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BALTIMORE was founded in 1729. It quickly grew into a busy port city.
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Summarybecome an important shipping center for 

forest goods. Colonists there built saw-

mills and also made naval stores used in 

building and repairing ships.

 SUMMARIZE
Why were forests an important resource of the 
Southern Colonies?

The Southern Colonies had an inter-
dependent economy. Enslaved people 
and other workers produced cash crops 
and naval stores. Merchants and traders 
shipped these products to markets.

1. WHAT TO KNOW How did people in the 
Southern Colonies use natural resources 
to earn a living?

2. VOCABULARY What parts of the word 
interdependence help you remember 
what it means?

3. GEOGRAPHY In what colony was Baltimore 
located?

4. CRITICAL THINKING How did a farm’s or 
a plantation’s location affect the kind of 
crops that were grown?

5. MAKE A TABLE Make a two-column 
 table. List the Southern Colonies in 
the first column and the crops grown in 
each colony in the second column.

6. 
Focus
Skill

SUMMARIZE
On a separate sheet of paper, 

complete this graphic organizer.

SHIPPING Large wooden barrels were used to ship everything from tobacco to rice.
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important part of the 
Southern Colonies’ 
economy.
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Colonial Williamsburg 
is the restored and rebuilt 
capital of eighteenth-
century Virginia. The town 
is a living-history museum 
where you can experience 
the sights, sounds, and 
smells of colonial life. You 
can talk with people in 
historical costumes who 
stroll the streets or work in 
their shops. Guides bring 
history to life by portraying 
actual citizens who lived in 
Williamsburg in the 1700s. 
In Colonial Williamsburg, 
history is more than just 
names and dates. It is the 
story of people just like 
you who lived in another 
time.

HISTORICAL REENACTORS help create a sense of what 
life in colonial Williamsburg might have been like.

http://www.harcourtschool.com/ss1

FIND

READ ABOUT
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For more resources, go to 
www.harcourtschool.com/ss1

This apothecary shop sells 
medicine.

This reenactor works as a carpenter using 
traditional tools.

This shop is used to make 
barrels, which had many 
uses in colonial times.

Williamsburg has many 
examples of colonial 
architecture.

Reenactors play traditional 
musical instruments.

A VIRTUAL TOUR
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1600 1650

Visual Summary

Chapter Review

Focus
Skill Summarize Complete this graphic organizer to show that 

you can summarize facts about the Southern Colonies. 

Vocabulary

Identify the term from the word bank that 
correctly matches each definition.

1. land beyond settled areas

 2. a person who buys and sells for 
another person

 3. a written plan of government

 4. a person who owes money

 5. a plant that produces a blue dye

Summarize the Chapter

Word Bank 
constitution p. 255

debtor p. 256

backcountry p. 257

indigo p. 269

broker p. 270

As the South grew, conflicts 
arose between settlers and 
Native Americans. 

Many Africans were brought 
to southern plantations as 
enslaved workers.

1632
Lord Baltimore 
founds the 
Maryland 
Colony

The economy depended on 
cash crops grown on 
plantations.
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Time Line

Use the chapter summary time line above to 
answer these questions.

 6. In what year was the Carolina Colony split 
into two colonies?

 7. When was the last of the 13 colonies 
founded?

Facts and Main Ideas

Answer these questions.

 8. How did the government of the Maryland 
Colony protect religious freedoms?

 9. What led to conflicts between colonists and 
Native Americans?

 10. How did the economy of the Southern 
Colonies depend on enslaved Africans?

11. Why was Fort Mose important?

Write the letter of the best choice.

 12. What was the main cash crop in Virginia, 
Maryland, and northern North Carolina?

 A rice
 B tobacco
 C indigo
 D wheat

 13. Which city was an important shipbuilding 
center?

 A Jamestown, Virginia
 B Baltimore, Maryland
 C New Bern, North Carolina
 D Savannah, Georgia

Critical Thinking

 14. Why were waterways in the Southern 
Colonies especially important?

 15. How did the location of a farm in the 
Southern Colonies affect the kind of crops 
grown there?

 16. How did enslaved Africans resist slavery? 
Why would it be important to come up with 
creative ways to work against slavery?

Skills

Compare Maps of Different Scales

 17. Look at the maps of the Maryland Colony on 
pages 260 and 261. Which map would you 
use to find the distance in miles between 
Baltimore and Frederick? Explain.

Write a Report Enslaved Africans 
 were able to keep their culture while 
living under very hard conditions. Write a 
report with facts and details that tells how 
they were able to do this.

Write a Narrative Imagine that 
 your family has settled in the back-
country of the Southern Colonies. Write a 
story about your new life on the frontier. 
Be sure to describe the land and any chal-
lenges you might face. 

1729
The city of 
Baltimore, 
Maryland, is 
founded

1712
The Carolina 
Colony is split 
into North 
Carolina and 
South Carolina 

1733
James 
Oglethorpe 
establishes 
Georgia, the 
last of the 
13 colonies
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Bound

Colonies
for thefor the

Can you guess from their songs 

which colonists are going to 

Georgia? to Massachusetts? to 

Pennsylvania?

Couldn’t pay what I 

owe. Woe is me!

Had a chance to get 

out. Now I’m free!

Gonna start a new life 

’cross the sea!

The winters are cold,

But that’s okay.

We can worship and 

live in our Puritan 

way.

Long for peace? 

We can show it.

We’re Quakers 

and proud that 

you know it!

Crack the code 

and answer the 

riddle.

This is James. He’s 

learning a skill as an 

A P P R 5 N 8 2 6 5 

to Mr. Toliver.

This is Inky, 

James’s cat. 

She found a 

R 5 F 4 G 5 

under a 

bed after she turned over 

a bottle of ink. 

Mr. Toliver 

is angry. He 

wants to 

5 X P 5 L 

Inky from 

the shop. 

Mrs. Toliver reminded 

her husband that he had 

forgotten to put the cap 

on the ink bottle. “If Inky 

were a human, she would 

be found innocent in a 

8 R 2 A L  B Y  7 4 RY .” 
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�THIS OUTSPOKEN PUP 

SPEAKS HIS MIND.

OWNER MUST DO 

THE SAME.

�                     �

�                     �

Find the perfect pet 

for each person.

Benjamin Franklin Olaudah Equiano Anne Hutchinson

Can you succeed at Eco’s next 

challenge? In this online game, you 

must find, gather, or make everything 

you need to help a family of English 

colonists settle in a self-sufficient New England 

village. Along the way, you will have to solve 

problems and find clues so you can build a house, 

make food, and organize games for the kids. Play 

now at www.harcourtschool.com/ss1

Laughs at jokes 
and wise sayings. 
Goes to bed early.

Loving kitten
free to A good 

home. 

Enjoys traveling 
and listening to 

speeches.

Busy, multi-talented 
owner a must for this                          intelligent bird. 
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Review and Test Prep 

Reading Comprehension and VocabularyReading Comprehension and Vocabulary

 1. What did New England colonists do at town 
meetings?

 A elected leaders
 B raised barns
 C built schools
 D met with Native Americans

 2. What does the word prosperity mean?
 A trade
 B a larger population

C economic success
 D agriculture

 3. Where did most enslaved Africans live
in North America?

 A in the New England Colonies
 B in the Middle Colonies
 C in Spanish Florida
 D  in the Southern Colonies

 4. What is an export?
 A a good only made in New England
 B a good stolen from another country
 C a good that is never sold
 D a good that leaves a country

Use the summary above to answer these questions.

 THE BIG IDEA
Commonality and Diversity The 13 English colonies were 
founded in different regions of North America and for different 
reasons.

Thousands of English Puritans arrived 
in New England in the 1630s. Their reli-
gious beliefs shaped their lives. At town 
meetings, people voted on laws and elected 
leaders. These meetings taught the colonists 
to govern themselves.

The Middle Colonies—New York, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware—were 
south of New England. People from many 
parts of the world settled there. Fertile land, 
a mild climate, rivers, and ports helped 
bring prosperity to the region.

Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, and Georgia made up the 
Southern Colonies. Many enslaved Africans 
lived in this region. Most settlers owned 
small farms. A few lived on plantations and 
owned many enslaved workers. Southerners 
grew cash crops. Like other colonists, they 
sold these exports to England.

Early settlers often cooperated with 
Native Americans, but growing settlements 
led to conflicts. Many Native Americans 
were killed or moved west.

The Thirteen Colonies
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Facts and Main Ideas
Answer these questions.

 5. What Puritan leader helped found the 
colony of Massachusetts?

 6. Why did the English want to take control of 
New Amsterdam?

 7. Who were the Quakers?

 8. What was the largest city in the 13 colonies?

 9. In what ways did enslaved Africans respond 
to their condition?

Write the letter of the best choice.

10. Who founded Providence, which became 
part of the Rhode Island Colony?

 A Anne Hutchinson
 B Roger Williams
 C Thomas Hooker
 D David Thomson

11. Which region was called the “breadbasket” 
colonies?

 A New England
 B the Middle Colonies
 C the Southern Colonies
 D the backcountry

12. Who founded the Georgia Colony?
 A William Penn
 B John Winthrop
 C King George II
 D James Oglethorpe

13. In which of the Southern Colonies did 
Africans most likely arrive first?

 A Georgia
 B North Carolina
 C South Carolina
 D Virginia

Critical Thinking 
14. Why might farming be easier in the Middle 

Colonies than in New England?

15. What role did religion play in the founding 
of Maryland and Pennsylvania? How was it 
different than in New England?

16. Make It Relevant How does the founding of 
the 13 English colonies and their early gov-
ernments affect Americans today?

Skills
Compare Maps of Different Scales
Use the maps below to answer the question.

17. Which map would you use to find the 
distance between Baltimore and 
Annapolis? Explain.
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Activities

Unit Writing Activity
Write a Narrative Imagine that you are 
a new settler in one of the colonies. Write 
a story about life in your colony.
■ Explain the role of religion and 

government in your society.
■ Explain how colonists earn a living.
■ Make sure your narrative has a story.

Unit Project
A Colonial Fair Plan a display for a fair 
about daily life in one of the New England, 
Middle, or Southern Colonies.
■ Decide how you will show what life was 

like there.
■ Your display should focus on how people 

lived, governed, worshipped, and worked.

■  Colonial Home by 

Bobbie Kalman and 

John Crossingham. 

Crabtree Publishing 

Company.

■  American Voices 

from Colonial Life 

by Rebecca Stefoff. 

Benchmark Books.

■  Growing up in a New 

World by Brandon 

Marie Miller. Learner 

Publications.

For more resources, go to
www.harcourtschool.com/ss1
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